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ABSTRACT 
 

The main purpose of this thesis is to present the core aspects of Salesforce B2B Commerce 

technology, how it is designed, how it works and how to exploit all its functionalities. 

Moreover, the thesis will deeply dive into the presentation of an e-commerce website 

implementation for a real company. This project has been one of the very first use of the 

newest Salesforce B2B Commerce on Lightning Experience in Italy and in Europe too. The 

technology is forecast to grow exponentially in the next few years since it is already striking 

the market and it has already imposed upon the American market. The script is divided in 

three sections. The first part will simply be an introduction of B2B, it is not the purpose of the 

work to present all its peculiarities, but mostly to give a clear explanation of what is it and 

why it is important to distinguish it from B2C. The second section will explain the design and 

the functionalities of Salesforce B2B Commerce platform. At last it will be presented an 

accurate analysis of a real world scenario of a company in need of a new e-commerce website. 

The solution is built through a previous analysis exploiting software engineering design and 

then through the main characteristics, configurations and pieces of code used to produce the 

expected result. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“What we need to do is always lean into the future; when the world changes around you and 

when it changes against you – what used to be a tail wind is now a head wind – you have to 

lean into that and figure out what to do because complaining isn’t a strategy.” (Bezos, 2013) 

It has become clear that we are surrounded by a continuously evolving world and we are 

facing an exponential growth of technology, therefore companies can either embrace the 

changes and dominate the market or slowly disappear. Indeed consumers have changed their 

habits and companies who want to survive must adapt to it. Companies must change their 

way of doing marketing, their way of reaching out to clients and mostly they must offer a new 

purchase experience that satisfies the modern customers’ expectations. This radical mutation 

of the buying experience has been mostly significant in the B2C market, which represents all 

the transactions between a vendor and a final user. In fact, many companies has decided to 

move part of their business online or even some companies are directly born online (we can 

think of some banks born natively as an online service). Online sales means no need to rent a 

store, no need to pay for employers to run the store, no need to pay electricity and everything 

that comes from having a physical shop to maintain. This has obviously led many B2C 

businesses to switch partially or totally their traditional way of selling to an online one. But 

what about Business to Business market? B2B stands for all those transactions that happen 

between two companies, so final clients are still people; however, they buy for the company 

and not for themselves. We have a totally different type of sails experience, because we are 

talking about few high price transactions, smaller amount of clients and long term 

relationships with the vendor. B2B is indeed a completely different problem from B2C and we 

must face it according to its own rules. What remains absolutely true in B2B commerce too, 

is the fact that also companies who buy from other companies expect a totally new 

experience. They expect to be able to buy what they need without having to call the vendor, 

they expect to receive specific targeted marketing and discounts: the possibility to purchase 

online is not an optional anymore, it is considered a commodity. In the following pages we 

will see exactly what we mean for B2B, how it differs from B2C and which are its key points. 

Then we will shortly analyze how B2B is evolving in relation to youngest business owner and 

in a post Covid era that has undoubtedly speeded up the evolution towards online services. 
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We will see many McKenzie’s surveys that state how much is growing the desire and the 

utilization of websites to make purchases also on B2B and we will see how this might impact 

the general business. Buyers are paying much more attention to their purchase experience 

and they might even choose a product over another one based on that. B2B e-commerce has 

become a basic instrument for companies to reach out to possible clients, offer unique 

experiences and create long term relationships. These platforms help companies gather much 

more information about their clients, analyze it and improve their services, but they also allow 

them to integrate all the services, from the CRM to the OMS, so that they all share data about 

clients and they can build an overall complete user experience. This first part doesn’t want to 

be a deep explanation of B2B or its marketing rules, but it aims to give a clear representation 

of what is the problem that B2B companies are facing and why they should quickly adapt to 

the changing trend of their market.  

Then we will discuss one of the possible B2B commerce solutions that is striking the market 

nowadays, which is salesforce B2B commerce. It is a new software product that is natively 

built and designed to support the implementation of commerce for business to business 

companies. We will see how the platform is designed, what types of advantages it offers and 

how it can be useful to companies. The goal of the discussion is to deeply understand the 

product and the logic behind it, which are the standard solutions offered and which parts can 

be customized by the company. It is impossible to explain all the platform functionalities and 

features, therefore the focus will not be on giving too much technical details, but mostly to 

show how the platform is built to answer B2B problems. We will see how the platform deals 

with each of the B2B key points, in order to really understand the structure behind an e-

commerce website. We will also deeply analyze the database structure through class 

diagrams, the different processes and features that the platform offers and the main 

characteristics of the Checkout process, which obviously represents the heart of a commerce 

experience.  

In the second part of the discussion we will see practical implementation of a B2B e-

commerce on Salesforce B2B commerce platform. We will analyze the project, and explain 

step by step the requirements and user stories of each part, the data model used, the 

processes structure and activity flow and also the actual implementation of the most 

interesting functions. This part wants to be much more technical than the previous one and 
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will exactly show how a typical B2B problem can be tackled and which solutions we decided 

to implement in this specific situation. This will also give the possibility to analyze how much 

of standard parts are actually used compare to how much we needed to customize. 

Moreover, it will offer the possibility to discuss the qualities of the platform, but also its 

weakness and the features that should be improved. It is important to keep in mind that this 

is a very new software and compare to its specular B2C solution is still extremely behind. 

Having said this, it is now time to start the discussion and dive into this incredibly new and 

exciting world of evolving technologies and ever-changing business, how one is influenced by 

the other, how important it is to embrace the first to support the second. There is no way to 

survive in the business if you do not adapt to the customer expectations and there is no way 

to lean into the future without welcoming the newest technologies. 

 

1. WHAT IS B2B? 
 

Business-to-Business (B2B) refers to a form of transaction conducted by two companies such 

as a manufacturer and a wholesaler, or a wholesaler and a retailer, so it mainly concerns 

companies that provide products or services to other companies. A typical example is the old 

fashion manufacturing industry (like steel industry or concrete industry), but also the newest 

software houses and consulting services industry. Nevertheless, B2B marketing also concerns 

companies whose clients are both small businesses and single individuals. It is called Business-

to-Business to underline the contrast with Business-to-Consumer (B2C) where the target of 

the business is, indeed, an individual consumer rather than a company. Contrary to some 

common assumptions, these two businesses, even if they have a common ground, actually 

diverge deeply. It is well said that in nowadays world, where customers, both companies and 

individuals, are used to receive high quality services and targeted advertising, it is not possible 

anymore to consider B2C and B2B as the same type of problem. 
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2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF B2B and HOW IT DIFFERS FROM B2C 
 

In this first section I will provide the main characteristics of B2B, how it diverges from B2C and 

why it is so important to have specific technologies to help companies managing this type of 

business, which, by the way, is evolving with such an incredible speed. I will show the 

importance of understanding the different mentalities that sit behind a purchase made by a 

person for himself and one made by a company, in order to build a service that the customer 

can easily use and personalize even without any type of informatics knowledge. After all, 

understanding the intricacies of a marketing is essential for any business looking to increase 

sales and profitability. 

First of all, exactly like B2C marketing, also B2B marketing includes all the strategies that allow 

a company to promote its products or services to potential buyers, which in the case of B2B 

are companies. Unlike many people believe, marketing a target audience of business versus 

marketing an audience of individuals may not be a one-size-fits-all problem. Individuals 

buying something for themselves will have a greatly different emotional experience than 

someone buying for their company. The main goal of B2B is to convert prospects into 

customer, the process is much longer and much more involved than a B2C, which mostly 

works with short campaigns. A B2C tool will have the ultimate goal of hooking customers, 

which might never visit the website or purchase something from it ever again. A B2B 

relationship, on the other hand, is based on long “courtships” and long-term relationships 

with the business they are trying to attract. Therefore, a B2B tool will be characterize by ways 

of making your customer feel special to you, rather that flat give-away campaigns. Indeed B2B 

clients tend to make way less impulsive purchases and rather have specific needs and make 

purchases of many units of product, sometimes even for third parties.  

Some of the main differences between B2C and B2B are the following: 

 

Limited number of Customers 

Indeed the potential number of possible buyers for each product or service in B2B is usually 

much lower than it is in B2C. The advertising, therefore, must be extremely targeted and 

suited on the single client. An example of how this is put into practice by B2B commerce 
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software tools is to give the possibility to assign buyers (client accounts) to different Buyer 

Groups and assign to each group different Price books, Discounts and Promotions. (This will 

be well discussed later). It is important to underline that in this business even one single 

customer not happy, might mean loosing a discrete amount of revenues. 

Larger Orders 

On the other hand, B2B sales are usually characterized by high number of units purchased at 

once. Orders are, indeed, made in bulk. As a consequence, this will bring to higher revenues 

on fewer sales in respect to B2C commerce. This also explains why every single customer 

satisfaction is important. 

Long-Term commercial relationships 

When an individual decides to buy something from a website, it usually represents the last 

stage of a marketing and sales funnel. On the other hand, when the buyer is a company, it 

usually is the first stage of a long lasting relation. It is, therefore, fundamental to make sure 

that the client will be able to access the finest post-sales and maintenance services. 

Moreover, B2B marketing continues even after the sale, for example using newsletters to 

update the client on new products or invite them to webinar and other similar ways to 

maintain a strong relationship with him. Sometimes, companies have specific people, Account 

Managers, who take care of the relationships with the customers in order to make them feel 

unique. In these cases, becomes fundamental to have a software tool that allows to easily 

manage client accounts, this is another piece at the basis of any well-built B2B commerce 

tool. 

B2B Buyers are usually more rational. 

B2B buyers are usually experts of the sector, therefore they look for a specific product or 

service and tend to avoid impulsive purchases. Moreover, they are spending company money, 

so they also are accountable to the stakeholders for the purchases that they make. B2B buyers 

are not hooked to buy just for a personal whim, they might want to make many questions 

before buying something. This means give the clients an easy way to ask questions and receive 

well-formed and exhaustive answers in a fast, easy way in order to generate an adequate user 

experience, but mostly an efficient system. 
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Having said so, it is important to remember that not all B2B are the same. Different businesses 

might differ from many point of views, which are an important part to take into account when 

trying to build your commerce experience. (what-is-b2b-marketing, s.d.) 

Firstly small/medium businesses obviously can rely on fewer resources than larger ones, 

therefore there will be a few “key accounts” which will bring the largest portion of profits 

over the other ones with lower purchasing power. This is much different from B2C Commerce 

where the target audience has more or less the same economical status.  

Secondly, because of the higher costs and dimension of the orders, the decision-making 

process of B2B takes longer time and usually involves sector specialists to contribute in the 

purchase and stakeholders who will need to approve the transaction. Therefore, it will past 

more time from the initial contact with the potential client and the receiving of the payment 

and each customer will negotiate individual discounts and promotions as incentives.  

 

3. B2B MARKET AND TRENDS 

Having understood what B2B means and which are its key points, it is now time to understand 

how big is the B2B market and how much is forecast to grow. 

We are now seeing an exponential growth in the market of B2B e-commerce systems. This is 

directly connected to the need of many companies to be able to reach their clients throughout 

the world with the simplicity and practicality of an automatic system. Until now the methods 

available for B2B companies were quite unsophisticated, with superficial personalization and 

contents to attract a rather broad audience ( much more similar to the one of B2C), since 

companies weren’t able to characterize well enough their potential customers. But with the 

evolving of technologies we can say that, nowadays, there are advances that allow a much 

greater degree of tailoring and personalization, including the use of AI algorithms on data to 

improve the customer experience and relationship management, in order to build a so called 

customer-centric approach. Another functionality that has been recently included in modern 

B2B software tools is the Mobile-First approach. As it is well known, buyers are moving a lot 

from PC purchases to buying directly on their cellphone. Even if this is mostly true for B2C, 

also a great deal of B2B buyers ( usually small businesses) tent to use a lot tablets and any 
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small screen device, making fundamental to being able to optimize the website for a mobile 

use. The idea is to make the user experience on mobile devices as pleasant as on the laptop. 

Indeed B2B buyers tent to use the mobile device mostly to have an easy access to first-hand 

information rather that to make the actual order, but also the purchase will need to be taken 

into considerations anyways as a possible scenario. Nowadays B2B companies can count on 

sophisticated e-commerce platforms to allow their customer to conduct the transactions 

online, avoiding the burden of having to make purchase through a phone call. Let’s see some 

interesting statistics to better understand why it is important to have a solid basis technology 

to conduct a successful B2B (Arnau, Liz, Dennis, & Jennifer, 2020).  

Base on a B2BecNews article, B2B e-commerce had a $900 billion market in 2017 in the USA 

alone and according to Forbes the marked will reach $1.8 trillion in 2023 (John, Susan, Charlie, 

& Rachel, 2019). In general, B2B companies are increasingly looking for digital tools to boost 

their sales and mostly to adapt to changing buyers. Indeed, in 2015 a Google search found 

that 50 % of the B2B Buyers where millennials, while in 2012 it was around 25%, nowadays 

the percentage has grown to 73%. The buyers change means the business’ sales process 

should change too (Kelsey & Pashmeena, 2015). Millennials prefer personalized experience 

and digital channels rather than a sales representative. According to a McKinsey survey in 

October 2020 more than 75 % of buyers and sellers prefer digital self-serve and remote 

human interactions over face-to-face engagements. This sentiment has much grown during 

the lockdowns and keeps intensifying even after it. According to Google only 20 % of the B2B 

purchases are based on the actual price and offering, while the remaining 80% are directly or 

indirectly linked to the user experience.  

The following graph from McKinsey shows how the B2B interactions have moved to remote 

and customer are pleased by it. 
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Even more interesting of the McKinsey survey is the fact that also the amount of money B2B 

buyers are willing to spend on online e-commerce purchases has increased exponentially.  

70% of B2B buyers states that they would spend up to $ 50,000 in an online purchase and 27 

% would go over $500,000.  

This has brought the majority of B2B companies to move from a traditional go-to-market to a 

digital one, with heavily reliance on video and online chats. And this incredible change of 

marketing that was boosted by the Pandemic, always according to McKinsey surveys, will 

most likely become permanent after the COVID era. Indeed almost 90% of decision makers 

say that new e-commerce sales practices will stick even beyond this year. 

We can, therefore, say that B2B technologies’ impact on today’s way of making B2B 

transactions is and will definitely increase in the next years.  
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4. SALESFORCE B2B COMMERCE 

It is now time to discuss one specific software technology that is now striking through the 

market of Business to Business: Salesforce B2B Commerce. In particular, I will refer to the 

newest come out platform called Lightning Salesforce B2B Commerce, that improved the 

previous Classic one. We can say that the two solutions are two sides of the same coin, but 

there are some differences that make the newest solution more flexible and easier to be used, 

even by a not programming expert. One typical example is the fact that Classic Salesforce is 

built natively on Visualforce, which is a powerful framework that can be used to create front-

end interfaces and works well with Apex language on the back-end. So what is the problem 

about it? Well, the main issue is that you do not give the possibility to the B2B company to 

autonomously create their own front-end pages unless they have programming language 

knowledge. The incredible breakthrough of the newest Lighting Experience is that it uses Aura 

Components or even the latest LWC ( Lighting Web Components), which can be configured 

simply using some clicks. Custom components will obviously need to be programmed, but you 

can create these components so that then the B2B company will be able to change part of 

them from the “Experience Builder”, through a nice, user friendly interface, that does not 

involve any type of programming knowledge. The following picture, shows how a single LWC 

component might look like on the Experience Builder. In particular, it is a custom LWC 

programmed by me, that can be placed on the homepage of a website and allows the final 

user ( if logged in) to create quick orders just by searching the products through their SKU.   

As you will see the B2B Commerce User will easily be able to add customizations to the 

component without having to write a single line of code. On the left, there is the 

customization wizard, while on the right there is how the component will show. 
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This is just an example to show how powerful could be the Lighting Experience. 

Another important difference between Classic and Lightning Experience is that Classic is built 

as a managed package on the core Salesforce platform which limits its ability to be a 

completely integrated OOTB cross-cloud solution. This means, basically, that it has a set of 

components and applications that must be installed in the Salesforce Organization before 

being used. On the other hand, the B2B Lightning commerce is designed on the core 

Salesforce platform, which allows also on the data model point of view a complete control 

over the customer journey. For example, the Product object used in B2B Lightning is the same 

of the one used in CPQ, Sales Cloud and Service Cloud. This allows to build a connected OOTB 

solution for the entire customer journey and helps learn about which products the user is 

interested in, which ones he actually chose to buy ( added to cart), the products the user 

bought in the past (past Orders) and which ones he has some concerns about ( products and 

orders ready but not concluded). To be precise also Classic Salesforce provides an around the 

circle customer journey data model, but it is not seamlessly connected with other clouds and 

is custom and complex in nature. 
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4.1 SALESFORCE B2B LIGHTNING  

Salesforce B2B commerce focuses on enabling companies to create e-commerce storefronts 

designed specifically for making large volume purchases from other businesses online. This 

particular technology includes all the basis elements to operate in a B2B transactions, such as 

authenticated websites to make users create their account and being uniquely threated. This 

means having the possibility to create custom storefronts for a unique look for each account 

group and being able to offer different product catalogs by account selecting only a subsets 

of the products for each one. Shopping carts must be able to accommodate hundreds of items 

per order and the users must be able to reorder in a easy and quick way, with just few clicks. 

More than that it allows to create products and variant products and negotiate specific 

contracts and prices by single account. Finally it offers solutions to integrate complex shipping 

functionalities, many different payment methods, such as credit card and purchase orders, 

and many different storefront and order templates. Since B2B Commerce is built natively on 

the Salesforce Lighting Platform, it integrates directly with Salesforce CRM data from Service 

Cloud, Sales Cloud and Experience Cloud. This means that important data will be available and 

accessible easily by both buyers and sellers. In this type of services it is always important to 

remember that there are two sides of the system. There is the sales organization (the B2B 

company that sets up the store in order to sell its products/services) and the buyer 

organization (the company that uses the platform, the actual clients). The first one needs to 

access all the information about the accounts of the customers in order to offer them the best 

user experience as possible and also needs to access the purchases information in order to 

carry on the purchase orders through an integrated Order Management System (OMS). On 

the other hand the second ones need to be able to access their CRM data directly on the 

website, to see the special promotions and prices that were reserved to them but also to 

easily create orders, access their order history and account information. What is really 

impressive about Commerce Lightning Experience is that provides a quite high number of 

personalization without any kind of need of programming. In particular, it offers 

administrators a tool to easily build their storefront called Lightning Experience Builder, which 

allows to simply drag and drop components on the page and create the webpages. It also 

provides a well structured BackOffice and class diagram implementation, ready to use, in 

order to store all user information and that can be easily integrated with custom 
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implementations. So, even if the software offers a quite high number of out of the box 

features it also allows to create custom objects, storefront pages, profiles, permission sets 

and basically any part of the platform can be customized accordingly to the user need. This is 

what makes this platform extremely flexible; the ability to both have a ready to use website 

that can be very much easily configured, and, at the same time, it gives the user the possibility 

to implement almost any type of personalization. (Salesforce Official Website, s.d.) 

 

4.2 SALESFORCE B2B COMMERCE – Technical Characteristics 

The platform can be divided into two main parts: the storefront and the back-office.  

The Storefront represents the front-end site of the e-commerce; basically what the clients of 

the B2B company will see and access while visiting the website.  

The back-office is the part of the platform that will be accessed by the company itself in order 

to make the configurations, create the store and the objects, access all the accounts 

information, eventually create promotions and access the order management system. As said 

before B2B commerce can easily integrate with other systems to allow the import and export 

of data from any CRM system to the e-commerce database. It can for example be integrated 

with SAP systems trough a middleware ( for example Boomi) in order to export the e-

commerce orders to a SAP management system that will manage the OMS. A Salesforce 

Database is integrated by default, it already presents a standard structure, that is applicable 

to B2B systems. Anyways the Database can be customized with other classes as well as the 

objects can be customized with more fields, other than the standard ones.  

When an organization is created, it can assume different structures. It can be a single site with 

one storefront, a single site with multiple storefronts or even multiple sites with multiple 

storefronts. The idea is quite comparable to a traditional brand with many physical stores 

situation; a company can sell its products in a single city (single site) or in many different cities 

(multiple sites). At the same time, the stores in one city can have the same display window or 

different ones. These would be your storefronts. The term “storefront” is usually used by B2C 

Commerce websites but it also describes any online ecommerce experience, it represents any 

place a shopper goes to buy something.  When you build your website you need to think 
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about how many actual websites you want and for each how many storefronts you want to 

offer to the users. So, each site will have its own domain URL to be accessed and then each 

storefront will share the domain but will be associated with different store names.  

Once the store is set up, it is time to populate it with your products. Notice that I will use 

products to refer to actual physical objects but also software, services or anything that a B2B 

commerce could sell. To associate products, firstly, you need to create a Storefront Catalog. 

As the name suggests each storefront can only have one single catalog (that will be the 

storefront catalog), so if the organization has more catalogs you will have to create multiple 

storefronts. The storefront catalog needs to be structured using products categories. These 

categories will create the storefront default navigation. (Even if we will see that this 

navigation is actually quite customizable too). The categories are important because they 

group similar products together, and separate different ones. They are the spine of the 

website, so it is important to think them through before writing any type of custom code. 

Categories can be structured in top-level and child categories. All categories are children of 

the root category that does not have a name, while all other categories must have one. The 

category tree can be as deep as you want it to be and you can choose not to show a specific 

category or an entire branch of categories on the default navigation menu, without any need 

of customization on the default navigation menu. Once the categories are set up, it is time to 

add the products.  

Products are characterized by their attributes ( as per any other object), but in the case of 

products the attributes are more important since they will contain the information that the 

shopper will see on the storefront and use to decide whether to buy or not something. For 

example, for a company selling glasses the attributes could include size, color, material, lens 

type and brand. When you define the attributes, these will be applied to all your store 

products. So each product is owned by a catalog, but you can include a product in as many 

catalogs and categories of your store as you wish. To be displayed on the storefront a product 

must at least be assigned to a storefront category, searchable, must be assigned to an 

entitlement policy and a price book. You can then decide which attributes of your product 

can be used by the user to search it on the storefront.  

Sometimes you need to have the possibility to create variations of the same products. For 

example, if you sell sunglasses you might want to sell products with the same exact 
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characteristics but with different sizes and colors. To do so, Salesforce has created variations, 

variation groups and master products. The idea is that you can create a Master Product that 

is basically the sunglass that comes in different colors and sizes. Then you can create a 

variation group, that groups together all variations of the master that share one variation 

parameter, such as all sunglasses that comes in blue. Finally, you specify the single variations, 

that means you  create the sunglass with size small and color blue, another one with color 

yellow and size medium and so on. Normally variation attributes are either picklists or 

checkboxes. It is important to underline a limit that Variations have, that is the fact that 

product images displayed can only be associated to the parent object, this means that you 

cannot add directly an image for each variation of the master product. This means that is 

some cases you will need to use a naming convention to get the specific variation image on a 

custom component placed on the storefront. 

It can also happen that some products can be sold as a set of products, for example a makeup 

kit that comes with a mirror, some make up and a hairbrush; in this case you can exploit the 

Set object that will display all these elements together on the storefront. Notice that with Set 

objects, the products can also be sold and displayed separately. 

On the other hand, if you need to bound some products together, so that they can only be 

displayed and sold together you can exploit Bundles, which will group the products and sell 

them only as a group.  

Finally, there are Options, which are accessories of a product, that cannot be sold by 

themselves, do not come with an image and are strictly related to a product. A typical example 

are warranties for different time periods. These types of products are nor searchable nor 

orderable separately from the product they refer to.  

In general, products can and should be associated with images. These can be links or can be 

images directly loaded on the Commerce back-office, and managed by the Content 

Management System (CMS). Each product will have a primary image, shown on default 

category details page, and other images that will be shown on the default product detail page 

in a carousel. Note that I always add the “default” term, because as usual all these pages are 

customizable and therefore you can show whatever image of your products you want if you 

write the code and the storefront component to do so. 
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What is also quite important in an e-commerce is the Inventory. Indeed the user must be 

informed about when a product will be delivered, if the product is in stock or not and 

eventually when the product will be available. This comes in a built-in solution provided by 

B2B Commerce. In particular, you can use a list of product IDs to map to inventory details, 

such as amounts, allocations, preorders and in-stock dates; this list represents the online 

inventory. You can assign an inventory list to a specific site, but also to multiple sites to share 

the product availability across your organization. At the same time it is important to underline 

that inventory can also be managed using integrations with other systems. In this case, all the 

inventory checks will have to be done by custom code and HTTPS calls to external services. 

But, other than that, the process is pretty straight forward. We will see an example of how to 

implement this in the practical section.  

As I mentioned before products to be shown on the storefront must be associated with a Price 

Book. These objects are used to define your products prices and also contain information 

about the currency used. Consider that an organization might have multiple currencies, so it 

will have different price books for each currency. More than that price books can also be 

assigned to buyer groups, that means basically that you can assign different prices to the same 

products depending on the user who is navigating the website. So you can have more active 

price books at the same time on the same storefront. This is a powerful tool, because it allows 

the Commerce Organization to establish specific negotiated prices to specific user. This is 

really important in the B2B Marketing to make sure that the customer receives a treatment 

that makes him feel special and unique. As we said at the beginning, one of the key concepts 

of B2B Commerce Marketing is to create special offers targeted on the single ( or on few) 

account, in order to create a long term relation with each client. You can associate a price 

book to one or more sites of your organization, but it must be associated with at least one to 

be seen on the storefront. Moreover you can also define different prices for varying quantities 

of a specific product using  price tables. So for example you can decide to create a price table 

that sells one sunglass for 10$ and two to three sunglasses for 8 $ each. This is helpful to 

manage what so called Volume discount, that is one of the most used discounts in B2B 

Commerce together with Coupons. Volume discounts are nothing more than discounts based 

on quantity. In case of B2B Commerce it is not unusual that a user buys a large volume of 

products all at once, so here comes the Volume discount.  
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Another important subset of objects are the ones used to characterized the users of the 

Commerce, precisely I’m referring to Contact, Account and User. As we already said we always 

have to consider the two sides of the Commerce problem: the B2B Company that needs to 

know who their customers are and the clients side, who wants to access their information 

and eventually update them. In order to do so B2B salesforce Commerce offers some standard 

Objects to track this information and make it available as needed. This object represent the 

Client Company, so for each customer that enroll in the platform will be created an Account, 

basically every client will be described by an Account. However, sometimes, it happens that 

a customer needs to have different “profiles” for its employees, so that the Account is shared 

among them, but each company user can access the platform separately and make its orders. 

To do so an Account can be associated with many Contacts and each Contact refers to a User. 

The following image better describes the relationship between these objects. 

 

 

 

This schema does not contain all the default attributes of these objects, but I selected a 

representative subset of them. 

The User keeps the information about the physical person who is logging in the portal. So, it 

has a username and a secret password, other than the information about the default language 

that the user wants to use, the currency type and his time zone. 
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The Contact specifies more details of the User, in particular the ones that concern how to 

contact him, such as: Phone, Fax, Email, etc… 

Contact and User have a one to one relationship. 

Finally, the Account represent the company. It might be associated with many users and 

indirectly with many contacts. It also stores the information about Buyer Account. So, what is 

a Buyer Account?  

Let’s remember that also the employees of the company owning the B2B Commerce might 

want to access the platform. They for sure will not buy anything from the e-commerce, but 

they might for example need to access the back-office in order to make changes or gather 

clients’ information. Or even, sometimes, companies do not build their own e-commerce 

platform, but they have their e-commerce programmed by somebody else. Also in this case 

there will be some Users (for example the developers) who do not need to access the web 

store, but they need to access the back office functionalities and code in order to do their job. 

So the question now would be how salesforce distinguishes accounts and users who can 

access the storefront and the ones who can access the back-office? The answer is Buyer 

Account. When an account is enabled as a buyer, than the contact can be enabled as a Buyer 

as well and so the user associated with that contact will be able to access the e-commerce. 

This double enabling, both for the Account and the Contact, might seem useless, but is, 

actually, not. Image the scenario in which an Account is linked to many Contacts, but not all 

of them should access the portal, then the Account will be enables as a buyer, and only the 

Contacts that need to be make purchase will be enabled too.  

Now it is time to deal with the problem of how Accounts are linked to Price Books and 

Products. As we already mentioned many times, we want to be able to control the prices to 

which each Account is associated, and eventually offer special deals for some of them.  

First things first, we want to be able to decide which product a user can see. Maybe we have 

special products, like limited products that we want to show only to a subset of our clients. 

To do so there is the Entitlement Policy object, that associates products with Buyers. So each 

Product to be seen but at least somebody, must be associated with an entitlement policy, and 

on the other hand also a Buyer to see some products on the store must be associated with at 

least one entitlement policy. One possibility to manage this, would be to associate each buyer 
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to an entitlement policy that groups all the products we want to show him. Obviously, this 

solution is not quite scalable.  

Secondly, there is the problem of price-books. As we said earlier, each product might be 

associated with different price book entries coming from different price books. So each Buyer 

should be associated with a specific price book as well. Again this is not very handy. 

So what is actually used are Buyer Groups. A Buyer Group is used to organize similar Buyer 

Account together. This means grouping all Buyers who share store, products, prices, and 

entitlement policies. So each time you have a new user that falls in these characteristics you 

can just assign him to this buyer group and he is ready to go. The following class diagram gives 

a visual representation of the relationships between these entities.  

 

 

One last important thing to mention with Accounts is Contact Point Address. This class stores 

the information related to the addresses of an Account, both for Billing and for Shipping. In 

the standard solution each Account can have many Shipping Addresses and Billing ones, so 

on the checkout phase the user will be asked to choose one address for each type in order to 

proceed with the order. We will see in the last section a practical example that has many more 

constraints on how many addresses a User can have and also on the possible countries a user 
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can choose. As usual any customization is possible if you are willing to write some code. So 

for the standard solution the relationship between accounts and Contact Point Addresses will 

be as follows. To be fully complete, I have also included the Contact Point Phone object, which 

is quite uncommon, since the phone number is already a field of the contact itself, but it still 

exists and in some cases it might come in handy to have a more complex structure to store 

more information related to the phone number (other than the number itself). 

Another fundamental part of the platform deals with managing the object access. In order to 

create a secure website it is important to apply the principles of least privilege and need to 

know, which mean a user should be able to perform only the necessary actions for him to use 

the platform (least privilege) and should be able to see only the data that concern him (need 

to know). So, in this mind set, Salesforce provides two main objects that can be used to 

manage the accesses: Profile and PermissionSet.  

Profiles grant the minimum permissions on objects and actions that all users of a particular 

type need. Each User must be associated with one and only one Profile, which gives him the 

possibility to access objects or perform certain actions on them, like create, delete, edit, 

clone, etc… On the other hand, permission sets grant permissions and access settings to a 

specific user.  

So you can use profiles to grant the minimum permissions and settings that all users of a 

particular type need, then you can use permission sets to grant more permissions as needed. 

The combination of profiles and permission sets gives you a great deal of flexibility in 

specifying object-level access.  

In particular, a profile is a collection of permissions and object settings. Object settings 

determine which objects the user can access and also which attributes of each object is 

accessible, while permissions determine what kind of actions a user can do with those objects 

( create, delete, etc…). Each profile can be associated with many Users, but each User can 

have only one profile. There are some standard Profiles, such as: Standard User, Marketing 

User, Contract Manager, System Administrator and Minimum Access – Salesforce. Each one 

includes some specific permissions, for example a standard user can create and edit objects, 

while Minimum Access-Salesforce Users can only view records. The system administration 

profile has the widest permissions and access to data, so it can configure a great deal of the 
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Salesforce Organization, therefore, it is important to assign this profile only to specific users. 

On standard profiles it is not possible to edit permissions on Standard Object, while you can 

set the permissions on the custom objects that you create on the platform.  

Sometimes you need to create profiles outside the standard ones, to do so, the easiest way 

is to clone an existing profile and modify the permissions and access to objects. Another way 

would be to create a new profile from scratch, but that is quite complex and mostly it is easy 

to make mistakes or forget something.  

One particular profile is the guest one. With the term guest I refer to any user, who is not 

logged in the platform, but still should be able to navigate the store. This profile must be 

carefully configured, since it will be assigned to anyone who visits your website. Obviously 

not all problems are the same, so there is no standard configuration for it, although there is 

a default one, which can be modified as needed. Usually a guest user is set to be able to access 

products and categories of the Store, but not prices and cannot add products to cart or 

proceed to checkout.  

A permission set is a collection of settings and permissions that give users access to various 

tools and functions. The settings and permissions in permission sets are also found in profiles, 

but permission sets extend users’ functional access without changing their profiles. 

Users can only have one profile, but they 

can have multiple permission sets. 

Permission sets are usually used for two 

main general purposes: either grant 

additional access to custom apps and 

objects or to grand additional access to 

custom fields. 
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It is now time to discuss the data model of the most important objects in an e-commerce: the Cart, 

the Order and the Order Summary. Obviously, the core aspect of an e-commerce website is that it 

offers the users the possibility to order their favorite products just in few clicks. Therefore, the 

Checkout process and all the related objects are a fundamental part of the platform.  

The checkout flow has a default design offered by the platform, but it is completely customizable as 

needed. Here we will discuss the standard design, which is the basis of any checkout flow, while in 

the last section we will deeply discuss an example of a real implementation of it.  

The Checkout flow design takes into considerations three main views: the browser side, the flow 

side and the third-party services side, which we will map as the pools of our process model. The 

flow starts when the buyer creates a cart and clicks on the checkout button. Immediately after the 

user is asked to insert the desired delivery date, to do so the flows stops and uses a Screen Flow 

object to pass information from backend to the user interface. This integration is basically managed 

by the Salesforce platform, but the developer can decide to write its own screen flow or use a 

standard one. A screen flow can be any Aura Component that implements the Screen Flow Interface. 

The difference between how a screen flow page and a web page are visualized on the user interface 

is only the fact that web pages are characterized by a unique url, while all screen flow pages of the 

checkout share a common url. After the user has selected the desired shipping address, the flow will 

manage the check inventory and the shipping costs calculations. Has you can see from the diagram, 

both these actions might require the connection to an external system service. A typical example is 

the check inventory, which might need to connect to a SAP system to gather the information about 

the available quantity for each product of the cart. The connection to external systems is manage 

through REST API calls, fully integrated in Salesforce. Shipping costs are instead a little different, 

they might need to connect to an external system to me calculated, but then they pass through 

another screen flow on the user interface so that the user can pick which type of delivery he wants 

( with this I mean like: fast delivery, standard delivery, etc… ). Once the flow receives the data from 

the user interface it proceeds updating the shipping services costs on the cart and, then, calculates 

the taxes. Also this action might require an external service connection. Once all the costs 

information has been collected and saved the user will see on the screen a summary page of its cart, 

with the total amount he will need to pay in the next step. Before the payment, though, there is a 

flow action, that transform the cart to and order. At this point, the cart object is abandoned and 

instead it is created a new Order object with all the related information from the cart. After this, the 
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user will choose a payment method and again the flow will need to connect to an external system 

that manages the payment (for example Stripe for a card payment). Then the flow will change the 

Order status to Active. This action will automatically create a new object: Order Summary, which 

will keep all the final information about the user order. Once the Order Summary is created, the 

user will be redirected to an actual new page ( so the URL will change) that shows the Order 

Summary details. Order Summary objects can be exported to external systems if needed. The 

following process diagram gives you a visual representation of what I just explained. Consider the 

green dot as an intermediate action that shows the User Interface, while the blue one represents a 

connection to an external system.  
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This previous diagram can quite well explain how the workflow of the process, but what about the 

data? As we said before there are many objects involved in the process so I will try to dive deeper 

into this aspect.  

Firstly, it might be interesting to understand the relationships between these entities. Let’s start 

from the ones concerning the Cart ( called Web Cart in the Salesforce DB). As I did for the previous 

class diagrams, I will not include all attributes of the objects but just the ones that I consider more 

interesting and useful to understand the meaning and the relationship of them. Moreover I want to 

remind that this entities, even if they are standard ones, they can be customized with other 

attributes as needed, so this will remain a high level model to understand the structure and 

architecture.  

 

 

 

The Web Cart stores all the information related to the User’s purchase cart, that includes the 

account related to the purchase, its billing address and payment method and all the prices data. The 

prices are actually divided in the price of all the products with and without taxes, the total tax 

amount and the total discount amount (if any), and obviously the total amount considered all 
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products and charges and also the shipping costs. A Web Cart is created as soon as the user click on 

a product add to cart button. For this reason the relationship between a Web Cart and a Cart Item 

is 1 to n. The Web Cart will have at least one product when it is created an potentially more than 

one, while the Cart Item will be immediately associated with a Web Cart when it is created. A Cart 

Item represents the single product added to the Web Cart, so it keeps a link to the Product, but also 

the quantity of that purchased product, its SKU ( that is a product identifier commonly used in B2B 

transactions) and all the prices of the single element. These include the unit cost, the cost with taxes 

and discounts and also the total amount of the line, quantity considered. Moreover as soon as a 

Web Cart is created also a Cart Delivery Group is inserted in the database. This object keeps all the 

information about the delivery, that means the shipping address and shipping information. It as a 1 

to 1 relationship with the web cart, since they are created together, but it also has a one to many 

relationship with each cart item. Finally ,the cart delivery group stores the information about the 

chosen delivery method, this link is created after the user actually picks a delivery method during 

the checkout phase, but the same order delivery method can be linked to many cart delivery group, 

therefore the relationship is many to zero or one.  

The order delivery group is the object used to store the possible delivery method offered by the B2B 

company, therefore, it usually happens that the instances of this object are created a priori during 

the data import. Each Order Delivery Group is related to a special Product that represent the specific 

delivery method, never the less the actual price of that delivery method might change based on, for 

example, the shipping address chosen by the user during the checkout phase. To manage this 

variability of the price Salesforce offers another object, that is the Cart delivery Group Method. 

When all the information needed to calculate the total delivery method cost is gathered, then a new 

Cart Delivery Group Method instance is inserted in the database. This instance will be linked to the 

related Order Delivery Method with a many to one relationship ( so an Order Delivery Method can 

be associated with many Cart Delivery Group Method, but this last one refers to only one possible 

Order Delivery Group), but it will also be linked to the Cart Delivery Group instance. Notice that 

when the Cart Delivery Group instance is created it has no related Cart Delivery Group Method, 

therefore the relationship is zero or 1, while for the vice versa the relationship is 1 because the Cart 

Delivery Group Method will immediately be associated with the related Cart Delivery Group. In the 

following picture you can see the Data Flow related to the previously considered objects. This flow 

does not consider all the actual operations the system and the user perform during the checkout, 

but it stores the main actions that concern the instances in which we are interested right now. So 
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you can better understand when and how these object instances are created and updated during 

the first part of the checkout process. As shown before the checkout process after the update of the 

delivery method will convert all the Cart related objects into Order ones, so the data following data 

flow stops right before the Cart to Order action. We will after see how the data flows continues with 

the new objects.  

 

 

 

So when the user clicks on add to cart button of an object, the system will firstly understand if the 

item added to a cart by that user is the first one or not. If it is the first element, it means that there 

is still no web cart created, so it will create a Web Cart instance and a related Cart Delivery Group 

Instance and put them in the Db, then it will create the new Cart Item instance and add it to the Db 

too. Once the user decides to proceed to the checkout the system will present him with a screen 

flow to pick a shipping address and a delivery method. To present the user with this information the 

system queries the DB to gather the related data and create for each possible order delivery group 

a corresponding cart delivery group method, that stores the information about that specific shipping 
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cost. When the user picks the two options and proceed, the system saves the ids of the chosen items 

in local variables to pass them to the next action. The following activity is the update of the cart 

delivery group with the shipping and delivery information.  

Once this is completed the Order objects comes in play. So we will again first discuss the 

relationships between the Order related entities and then we will see how the data flow continues.  

 

 

 

As you can see the order entities reflect the cart ones. The Order object keeps track of the Account 

and Billing information, other than the Payment information, like purchase order number and the 

prices. Every time there is the word “Adj” or “Adjustment” in the prices, it stands for the discounts 

applied. It could be coupons or volume discounts. As usual, the Order is related to one or many 

Order Items, which represent the single lines of the order and they basically include the same 

information of the Cart Items objects. The Order Delivery Group remains the object to keep track of 

the shipping information and is also stores the information about the chosen Order Delivery 

Method. This last entities is exactly the same of the schema related to the Cart, indeed, this entity 

is not recreated when moving from the cart to the order, but it is always the same. As you may 

notice we have lost the information of the Cart Delivery Group Method, because we do not have a 
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Order Delivery Group Method. So how can we store the information about Shipping Costs? Well 

when a Cart is transformed into an Order the Shipping Cost will be saves saved as an Order Item of 

type Charge, to distinguish it from the other Order Items, which will have the type Product. It follows 

the official prospect of how the Cart is transformed in an Order during the checkout phase. 

 

ORDER OBJECT 

Order Field Required for 
Order Summaries 

Required for 
B2B Orders 

Field Type Value 

Id Yes Yes EntityId *Generated at runtime 

AccountId No Yes EntityId WebCart.AccountId 

EffectiveDate Yes Yes Date CreatedDate 

BillingCity No No Address WebCart.BillingCity 

BillingCountry No No Address WebCart.BillingCountry 

BillingEmailAddre

ss 
No No Email WebCart.GuestEmailAddr

ess 

BillingLatitude No No Address WebCart.BillingLatitude 

BillingLongitude No No Address WebCart.BillingLongitude 

BillingPhoneNumbe

r 
No No Phone WebCart.GuestPhoneNum

ber 

BillingPostalCode No No Address WebCart.BillingPostalCod
e 

BillingStreet No No Address WebCart.BillingStreet 

BillingState No No Address WebCart.BillingState 

CurrencyIsoCode Yes Yes CurrencyCo
de 

WebCart.CurrencyIsoCod
e 
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OrderedDate No No DateTime CreatedDate 

OwnerId No Yes Reference WebCart.OwnerId 

PoNumber No No String Collected at checkout. 

SalesStore No Yes EntityId WebCart.WebStoreId 

Status Yes Yes DynamicEn
um 

Draft 

 

ORDER DELIVERY GROUP OBJECT 

OrderDeliveryGro

up Field 

Required for 

Order Summaries 

Required for 

B2B Orders 

Field Type Value 

Id Yes Yes EntityId *Generated at runtime 

DeliverToStree

t 
No No Address CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToStreet 

DeliverToCity No No Address CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToCity 

DeliverToState No No Address CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToState 

DeliverToPosta

lCode 
No No Address CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToPostalCode 

DeliverToCount

ry 
No No Address CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToCountry 

DeliverToLatit

ude 
No No Address CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToLatitude 

DeliverToLongi

tude 
No No Address CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToLongitude 

DeliverInstruc

tions 
No No TextArea CartDeliveryGroup.Shippi

ngInstructions 

DesiredDeliver

yDate 
No No Date CartDeliveryGroup.Desire

dDeliveryDate 

OrderDeliveryM

ethodId 
Yes Yes EntityId CartDeliveryGroup.Order

DeliveryMethodId 
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OrderId Yes Yes EntityId Order.Id 

DeliverToName Yes Yes Text CartDeliveryGroup.Deliver

ToName 

Note 
 

ORDER ITEM OBJECT 

OrderItem 

Field 

Required for 

Order Summaries 

Required for 

B2B Orders 

Field Type Value 

Id Yes Yes EntityId *Generated at 

runtime 

OrderId Yes Yes EntityId Order.Id 

OrderDeliv

eryGroupId 
Yes Yes EntityId ID 

of OrderDelivery
Group 

Product2Id Yes Yes EntityId CartItem.Product2Id 

Quantity Yes Yes Double CartItem.Quantity 

TotalLineA

mount 
No Yes Currency CartItem.TotalLineA

mount 

Type No Yes Picklist CartItem.Type 

UnitPrice Yes Yes Currency CartItem.SalesPrice 

or CartItem.ListPrice 

if SalesPrice is 

empty. 

ListPrice No No Currency CartItem.ListPrice or 

CartItem.SalesPrice i

f ListPrice is 

empty. 

 

Once the order is created the payment is proposed to the user. The payment can be managed in 

many different ways and can be performed using different methods. The easiest way ( from the 

managing point of view) is using Purchase Order. This means the User will simply write a Purchase 

Order Number that is saved by the system directly on the Order ( and later on the Order Summary) 
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object. This solution does not need any type of integration with external systems. Sometimes you 

do not trust your buyers enough to allow a purchase order payment, so you can for example use a 

credit card payment method. To do so it is needed an integration with an external system. We will 

see the example of an integration with Stripe system in the last section. In this case, what happens 

is that during the payment the system creates an instance of the Payment Authorization Object, 

which stores, among all, the information about: the Amount, the Balance, the Currency Iso Code, 

the Payment Date and Status (pending, succeeded, failed) and also the Gateway Reference Number 

that is needed to trace the payment on the external Platform. After the payment is completed, the 

Order is Activated, this operation locks the Order instance so it won’t be modifiable anymore, 

basically the order is completed and the User can not go back and change something. In particular, 

one last family of objects is created, the Order Summary ones. These objects are very much similar 

to the Order, so I won’t show it again in a class diagram. The main difference is that now we also 

have a Order Payment Summary instance that is linked to a Payment Authorization and together 

they store all the necessary information to trace the payment from the Order Summary.  

From a more technical point of view, the checkout flow will be structures as follows. The picture is 

taken directly from Salesforce documentation. 
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What makes the flow move forward are the State of the Checkout Session Object, which also 

contains the pointers to the Web Cart Id and Order Id. States are totally configurable, but the 

standard ones are: Start, Shipping Address, Inventory, Confirm Price, shipping Cost, Taxes, Checkout 

Summary, Cart to Order, Payment, Activate Order, Order Confirmation and Error. When the flows 

starts, the state is “Start”, so the decision node will redirect and execute the subflow, whose 

activation condition matches the “Start” state. In the standard case, as you can see from the picture, 

the first subflow will be Shipping Address, which will make the user choose a Delivery Address. This 

subflow is activated if the state is Start or Shipping Address, for all other subflows, the activation 

condition is just their state. In each subflow, if no error occurs the state is updated with the next 

one, otherwise, if an error occurs, it will be updated with the “Error” state. 

 

 

 

5. A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF A B2B PROJECT ON SALESFORCE B2B LIGHTING COMMERCE 

In this second part of the script, I would like to present a practical example of a real business to 

business company that has chosen to switch from a traditional way of selling to a more modern and 

much more efficient e-commerce website. The company’s core business is selling professional 

refrigerators to other companies and businesses  (of different sizes). An example of a client could 

be a supermarket or a restaurant. The clients can, indeed, differ from small businesses to very large 

worldwide known companies. This makes extremely important being able to identify the clients and 

to divide the accounts in representative buyer groups, in order to provide targeted treatments. It 

goes without saying that one big client might be worth basically what hundreds of other small 

businesses are. This doesn’t mean that small clients are to be less considered, but on the contrary, 

it’s important to be able to recognize the clients and segment them appropriately.  

The discussion will include the explanation of the project, the functional analysis to better 

understand the context and the most interesting pieces of code used for the actual implementation.  
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5.1 PROBLEM EXPLANATION 

The project was divided into two main releases, called waves. The idea was to being able to go live 

fast with almost all the functionalities, leaving out only some more time-consuming and not core 

functionalities to the second release. The company used to sell its product through direct phone call 

from the clients to their referent seller, this meant that prices and promotions were discussed in a 

one to one relationship with each client. It goes without saying that this is extremely inefficient both 

for the client and mostly for the company. Just imagine if the company decides to make some 

discounts for specific clients ( for examples clients that had purchased more than a certain amount 

of products in the last year), then it would have to contact all the sails representatives of those 

clients and inform them about the sale. Then each sales representative would have to call all its 

client who meet the requirements to access the discount and inform them about the new offerings. 

Or let’s say that the company decides to create some discounts for new clients, then again it would 

have to pass through all its sails representatives to inform them about the new policy. But this is not 

all. Let’s say the company wants to have some information about its clients to conduct a survey and 

understand which is its market segment, or how to improve its marketing campaigns. The company 

does have access to the clients basic information, like company Name and contacts, but doesn’t 

know other fundamental information, like the history of all purchases. Another inefficiency could 

be also the fact that new clients are obtained only if the sails representatives find them, while 

exploiting the power of a website we can manage the possible client to find the company. Nowadays 

anybody that needs something, simply goes on the internet and search for it. Specially small 

business who need a new refrigeration system they tent to go on the internet and search for 

offerings, so why not exploiting this totally free sale possibility? We could actually go on with a 

thousand of other reasons why that way of selling was inefficient but they all converge in one point: 

having the possibility to access all clients at once, means having one single system that both the 

company and its client can access an exploit to buy or sell. That is exactly why the company decided 

to use Salesforce B2B Commerce platform, to implement its brand new ecommerce website, have 

the possibility to access all possible information on all its clients and make any type of change (on 

products, prices, marketing campaigns, etc..) available to its customers at once.  
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5.2 REQUIREMENTS 

The sales countries of the organizations are Italy and France, therefore the website is completely 

translated in one of the two languages based on the browser setup.  On the other hand, since it’s 

always good practice to write code that can be eventually expanded, the project also included the 

possibility to extent the website to all possible countries, by adding the related translations. 

The basic functionalities included are: 

 User Registration and Management 

 Products, Catalog and Prices Management 

 Cart and Checkout Management 

Obviously, this short list is a very high level view, so now I will break down each functionality in its 

user stories. This will help understand what we want to achieve and therefore what we will need to 

implement. As we will see user stories are written in a non-technical way, they do not include 

anything about how the implementation will be done, but they simply specify the company 

expectations of how the website will work. User stories are, indeed, just an informal way of 

describing the features to implement using the natural language, in order to have a common 

understanding between the developers and the business level. 

 

5.3 USER REGISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 

Firstly, let’s talk about the user registration. This functionality must be divided in two main 

requirements: 

 User Self Registration 

 User Import 

New users must be able to create a personal account just by visiting the website and completing the 

registration form. On the other hand, the company already has many clients and we want to import 

the information of this clients directly from the company database systems, without the need to 

make the customers fill up the registrations form. Therefore the website will have a complete 

registration form and process for new user and also a special registration (containing only the 

creation of a password) for all the previous customers of the company, for which the information 

will be uploaded automatically (through a process) from the company database. 
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USER STORY STEP DESCRIPTION EXPECTED RESULT POSSIBLE MISTAKE 
CASES 

User Import 1 The company exports all clients 
information to the website. Data 
included is the same of the one 
inserted in registration form, 
plus the following: 

 Billing Address 

 Shipping Address 

- Important information are used 
to create the Accounts 
- Creation of a new User and 
Contact instances for each.  
- Creation of two Contact Point 
Addresses related to the billing 
and shipping addresses. 
- Creation of a Buyer Account for 
each Account and associate it to 
a Buyer Group. 

If the imported 
Account has the 
‘Account For 
Ecommerce’ flag set 
to false than the 
record must be 
skipped and no 
account created 

2 The client receives an email with 
a link to complete the 
registration. The Client clicks on 
the link and arrives on a Change 
Password page 

- Email created with user 
information and sent 

 

3 The client inserts the new 
password and click on the 
registration button. The client is 
redirected directly to the home 
page as authenticated user 

- The new User is created and 
activated in the organization. 
Then it is associated with that 
Contact and with the Customer 
Community Plus Login User 
profile and Customer 2 
Permission Set.  
- The Account become active. 
 

 

New User 
wants to 
submit its 
registration 
to buy 
products 

1 - Clients click on Login button 
and then on Create new Account 
link.  

- Clients gets on the registration 
page 

 

2 Clients insert the following 
information: 

 *Country ( 
France/Italy) 

 *Contact Name 

 *Contact Last Name 

 *Company Name 

 *PIVA (TVA for France) 

 *Email and confirm 
Email 

 *Phone Number 

 *SDI (only for Italy) 

 *PEC (only for Italy) 

 *Fiscal Code (only for 
Italy) 

 SIREN (only for France) 

 SIRET ( only for France) 

 *Accept terms and 
conditions checkbox 

 Accept Marketing 
checkbox 

 *Accept Privacy Policy 
checkbox 

Rules:  fields must have specific 
checks on the content inserted 

If the specific PIVA is not already 
present in the DB: 
- A new Account is created with 
all the related information 
- The account is associated with a 
Buyer Account and a new contact 

If the PIVA is already 
present on the DB an 
error message must 
be shown to the 
user. Same if any 
check on the 
inserted field fails. 
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and fields with * are mandatory. 
At least one between PEC and 
SDI must be evaluated. 
 

3 Client receives a confirmation 
email with a link to complete the 
registration. (the email used is 
the client email inserted in the 
form) 

A new User instance is created 
associated with the Contact. The 
assigned Profile is Customer 
Community Plus and the 
assigned  Permission Set is 
Customer. Account becomes 
active. 

 

 

From the user stories we can understand in a high level way the final expected results of the account 

creation.  

In the User Import case there is not a complex process to follow, indeed the new accounts are 

created by simply running a snippet of code once (on the launch of the new website) in order to 

import all the previous company clients from their systems to Salesforce platform and inform them 

of the brand new e-commerce website to make the orders.  The users will then receive an email 

asking to complete the registration by clicking on the link contained. The users will be redirected to 

the reset Password page, were they can create their new password and complete the registration. 

From the system point of view, the Accounts and related Contact Point Addresses are created during 

the import form the company DB, then the Users and Contacts will be created when the client 

actually completes the registration by creating a new password. The process look as follows: 

 

 

 

For the self registration case, the process is a little bit more complex. Once the User gets on the self 

register page must firstly pick the country for the registration, then the related form will be shown 

to him (as specified in the User stories there are some different attributes used between the French 
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and the Italian clients). Once the user enters the information, the system performs all the necessary 

checks on the field values and if everything is correct, it sends the user a confirmation email. The 

user will then be redirected, exactly like before, to the Reset Password page to create a new 

password and complete the registration. Finally the user will be redirected to the home page for 

logged users. You can see the process in the following activity diagram: 

 

 

 

Now that we have understood the processes for the User Registration we can move forward to 

analyze the user login process. The situation is a quite standard one, the user has created username 

and password and wants to login to its account. The user stories from the client are the following: 

USER STORY STEP DESCRIPTION EXPECTED RESULT POSSIBLE MISTAKE 
CASES 

Client wants 
to log in the 
website 

1 Client gets on the store and 
clicks on login button 

Login page is shown  

2 Clients inserts username and 
password 

System verifies the credentials 
inserted 

If credentials are 
wrong the user must 
be informed with an 
error message “User 
not found” 

3 Client access the store. The 
website is in the language 
associated to the Country 
related to that Account  
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Since the user login process intersects the forgot password one we add here also the user stories 

related to it. Notice that the forgot password process is used also during the registration phase when 

the user completes the registration and is redirected to the Reset Password page.  

 

USER STORY STEP DESCRIPTION EXPECTED RESULT POSSIBLE MISTAKE 
CASES 

Client has 
forgotten his 
password 

1 Client gets on the store and 
clicks on login button and then 
on forgot password link 

Reset Password page is shown  

2 Clients inserts username System verifies the username 
and sends an email to the user 
with a link to reset the password 

If the username 
doesn’t exists, the 
user receives an 
error message 

3 Client receives the email and 
resets the password  

System verifies that the 
password matches some 
standard security criteria on 
length and characters type 

If the password isn’t 
strong the client is 
asked to create a 
new one 

4 Client receives an email that the 
password was reset and can 
now log in the website 

  

 

Since the Reset Password page is actually shared between users who wants to create their first 

password and clients who want to reset their forgotten one, we need a way to distinguish the two 

cases to present the user two slightly different pages ( for example with two different titles). In order 

to do so the Account object has the attribute “HasResetPassword__c” set to false for new users 

creating a password for the first time, set to true for users who forgot their password. We will see 

the attribute later in the Data Model. For what concerns the login process, what happens is that the 

user gets on the log in page and can either click on the forgot password link or insert his credentials 

to be authenticated. In the first case he will be redirected to the Reset Password page and the 

process will continue exactly like explained for the registration completion. In the second case the 

system will check the credentials, if the user gets the wrong credentials ten times in a row the 

account is blocked and the user will be asked to reset his password. Otherwise, the user is logged 

into the website, the system firstly retrieves all his information and then redirects the user to the 

home page for logged in users. The process is the following: 
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Look at the final ‘APPENDIX’ section to see: 

 the Reset Password page implementation: code 2 

 the Login Form page implementation: code 3 

 the Self Registration page implementation: code 4 

 the User Import Flow implementation: flow 2 

Data Model 

Each B2B Customer must belong to a single Account. An Account may have multiple contacts and 

each contact is associated with a User and has its own credentials (username and password). 

Basically, the company is represented by the Account object and for each company we might have 

many employers (Contacts) which are allowed to log in and make purchases. In order to see 

products, each Account is then associated with a Buyer Group through a Buyer Group Member 

object. We will see in the next session how Buyer Groups are then associated with product prices.  

The following class diagram better explains the relationship among the entities with their attributes. 

(Notice that there are more attributes than the ones shown, since Salesforce uses many standard 

attributes like “CreationDate” or “LastModifyDate”, which however are not interesting for our 

discussion and will therefore be left out).  The entity shown are: User, Contact, Account, Buyer 

Group Member, Buyer Group, Contact Point Address and Contact Point Phone. For each object you 

can see the relationships with the others and its attributes. The attributes with a name that ends 
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with “__c” are the custom attributes (the same notation is used for custom Objects, but in this case 

only standard Object are needed).  

 

 

Starting from the Account, we can see all the attributes needed to store the registration form 

information. In particular, notice that in the user stories related to importing Users, we want to 

import only accounts with the AccountForEcommerce__c flag set to true. The Blocked__c attribute 

is another interesting one, it is used to verify if a specific account has been disabled by the company. 

Indeed the company can decide from the backoffice to block a client Account and therefore all 

contacts related to that account will still be able to access the website and log in but will not be able 

to make any purchase. The SalesOrganization__c attributed refers to the Area of purchase of the 

client, in particular there are three areas, two for France customers and one for Italian ones. This 

attribute is used in the Check Inventory Requests, since the same Product might have different 

availabilities respect to the Area it is sold to, so the HTTP request to the external service must include 
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this information. It is also important to underline that the information about Marketing flag 

Consent, Privacy Policy Flag Consent and Terms and Conditions Flag Consent, which were all asked 

at registration time, are saved on the Contact object and not on the Account one, since the consent 

is related to the single user and not to the company. Each Account can have many Contacts and 

many Users referring to it. While the relationship between Contacts and Users is one to one. In order 

to be allowed to make purchases an Account must be associated with a Buyer Account object, so 

the relationship here is again one to one.  

The Buyer Account object stores important information related to the Account credit and credit 

status, which the company can exploit to decide the financial solidity of its clients. In particular for 

this project we used the attribute Risk_Code__c on the Account object to distinguish risky clients 

from the others. When created each Account self registered was assigned to Risk_Code__c = ‘Z6’, 

that means risky client, while for Imported client the risk code value was retrieved from the external 

system. The company can decide to change the code at any time. This code is used at Checkout time 

since only trustworthy clients ( therefore with Risk_Code__c != Z6) have the possibility to pay with 

Purchase Order, instead of only with Credit Card  like the other ones.  

Each Account is also associated with one or more Buyer Group through the Buyer Group Member 

object. Buyer Groups are really important because they allow to assign different prices to the same 

object and make them available to the Accounts enrolled in that Buyer Group. Since each Account 

could be associated with many Buyer Groups the default behavior is to show always the lowest price 

available for that user. We will see later how price books and buyer groups are associated, for now 

it is important to understand that each Account can see different prices for the same object thanks 

to its association with at least one Buyer Group. In practice we implemented  7 different buyer 

groups ( and therefore 7 different price books, since the relation between the two objects is one to 

one), which are the following: Standard, IT Gold, FR Gold, IT Silver, FR Silver, IT Bronze, FR Bronze. 

The meaning of them will be explained later when we will talk about products and prices. 

For what concerns the Contact Point Address Object, this entity is used to store the information 

about the addresses that will be presented to the user at Checkout time to make its purchase. The 

logic chosen for the management of this object is quite complex, therefore to support it, it was 

coded a totally custom form to create and edit it. The high level logic consists in the following rules: 

- Each Account in order to make a purchase must have at least one Billing Address and one 

Shipping Address 
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- In particular only one Billing Address is allowed for each Account, while multiple Shipping 

Addresses are permitted 

- If the Account is imported, then it will have exactly one Shipping Address and one Billing 

Address from the creation (the needed information is imported from an external system) 

and will be able to add other Shipping Addresses accessing the website “myAccount” page 

- If the Account is self registered, then it is created without any Address associated, therefore 

it might happen that at checkout time it does not have any address available for billing 

and/or shipping. In this case the checkout page will give the user the possibility to create the 

needed address. 

- Shipping Addresses can always be created either from the checkout page or from the 

“myAccount” page. 

- Billing addresses once created can not be modified, while shipping addresses once created 

can be set to default or activated/deactivated. Only one and at least one shipping address is 

the default one, so if you set one shipping address to default the previous default address 

will be unset from the default one.  

We can better analyze these specifics by splitting them in pre-conditions, user action and post- 

conditions. Notice that, in order to reduce the number of cases, when you see ‘User completes 

the form’, we imply that all the inserted information is correct, therefore it respects the fields 

requirements and no mandatory field is missing. 

 

PRE-CONDITION USER ACTION POST-CONDITION 

User doesn’t have any 

address yet 

User completes the form 

selecting Address Type: 

Billing(Shipping)  

A new billing(shipping) address is 

created and automatically set to 

default one and active.  

User already has a billing 

address and no shipping 

addresses 

The form presents only the 

possibility to create a shipping 

address. 

A new shipping address is 

created and automatically set to 

default one and active. 

User already has both a 

Billing and at least one 

shipping address 

The form presents only the 

possibility to create a shipping 

address.  

A new shipping address is 

created. If ‘Is default’ flag in the 

form is true, the systems unsets 

the old default shipping address 
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and sets this one as the new 

shipping default one.  

User edits a shipping 

address. (The form 

presents only the 

possibility to 

activate/deactivate the 

address or to set/unset 

the default option) 

User deactivated a default 

address 

The system returns an error 

message asking the user to first 

set another shipping address as 

default one and then deactivate 

this address. 

 

User edits a shipping 

address 

User sets to default a non 

active address 

The system returns an error 

message asking the user to 

activate the address to make it 

the default one 

User edits a shipping 

address 

User deactivate a non default 

address  

or  

user sets to default an active 

address 

The address is deactivated  

or  

the address is set to default and 

the old default address is 

updated as not default. 

You can see the related code implementation in the Appendix section under Code1.  

To better visualize the result you can see a screenshot of the actual form implemented. 
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Notice that the Phone Number is filled by default with the Contact phone number, but it can be 

modified and in this case a new Contact Point Phone is created related to that Account and to that 

Contact Point Address.  

Finally, you can see in the form that no Address Type dropdown menu is present, since the form 

refers to the case in with the user can only create a shipping address. If, instead, there were the 

possibility to create either a billing or a shipping address then there would have been a dropdown 

menu to select the address type to be created ( this would be the case in which the title of the form 

would be just “Create a new address”). 

As we said before also at checkout time there is the possibility to create a billing address (if missing 

) and a hipping address (in any case). For this situation, we will see that the page offers to the user 

two different buttons to create either a billing address (mandatory if not present) or a new shipping 

address (mandatory only if none is present), therefore we will have to possible forms: “create a new 

billing address” and “create a new shipping address”, which will not present the address type 

dropdown, since they are specific and there is no choice. 

Another interesting part of the User management is related to the user Profile page, which allows 

the user to see his information, change his email and/or password, update his profile picture and 

change his Marketing Consent settings. 

The change password process is very simple. The user needs to fill a form with a new password and 

submits. The systems performs some checks on the strength of the password and if everything is 

fine sets the new password and returns a success message, otherwise returns an error message. If 

the password was actually changed then the user is requested to log in the system again.  

To change the Marketing settings the user can click on the marketing checkbox (which is selected 

or not depending on the previous value of the marketing consent flag for that user). Then the user 

will see a modal asking to confirm the decision of changing his marketing consents settings and if 

the user accepts the system updates the attribute on the client and changes the checkbox value at 

front end.  

The profile picture update is simply a button that allows the user to import a png or svg picture from 

a local folder and upload it as his image. This image will substitute the standard user icon on the top 

right corner of the website header (where there is the user menu, viewable only to logged in users). 
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For what concerns the email update the process is slightly more complex. The user inserts the new 

email, then the system sends him two emails. One to the old email address of the client to inform 

him that the email was changed and the other one to the new email address to allow the user to 

confirm his new email address through a link. The client must click on the link and the system will 

automatically complete the update operation. If the user does not click on the link the system will 

not perform the update and the email will not be changed. Once the address is updated the user 

will see the new email address on his profile page. The profile page will look as follows: 

 

 

The code implementation is at Code 5 in the Appendix section. 

 

5.4 PRODUCTS, CATALOG AND PRICES MANAGEMENT 

Salesforce B2B Commerce allows to configure a product catalog for each web store. In this case we 

have one single web store, therefore one single product catalog. All products that the company 

wants to sell must be associated with that product catalog in order to be available to clients. To do 

so we need to firstly create some Product Categories, then assign each product to one or more 

product category through the Product Category Product object. Finally you can assign each category 

to the previously defined catalog. So, the relation between products and categories is many to 

many, while each category car refer to only one catalog, but each catalog can have many categories. 

Here follows the Data Model of the objects of interest for this section: 
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The Store Catalog links the Catalog to the Store, and the categories are represented with the Product 

Category object, which has a many to one relationship with the Catalog object. 

Categories and Products are linked through the Product Category Product class which uses the “Is 

Primary Category” attribute to define for each product which is its primary category. We can have 

categories without any product, while each product when is created is automatically linked to at 

least one category, therefore the relationship is “one to n” ( at least one) with the product category 

product. Categories can have complex hierarchical structures composed of parent and sub 

categories. For the purpose of this project, the category structure was the following: 

 Ice Cream and Frozen Food 
o Horizontal 
o Impulse 
o Scooping 
o Vertical 

 Drink & Dairy 
o Counter 
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o Horizontal 
o Impulse 
o Vertical 

 

 Food Storage Equipment 
o Counter 
o Horizontal 
o Impulse 
o Vertical 

 Vending 

 Additional contents 
o Shelves 
o Basket 
o Priceholder 
o Bin 
o Sticker 
o Other 
 

As you can see we have five parent categories and four of them have some sub category. Notice 

that categories are by default shown in the navigation bar of the website is the attribute “Show In 

Menu” of the specific category instance and of all its parent category instances is set to true. 

However the client wanted to have five tabs in the navigation bar, the first four tabs were related 

to the first four categories and their subcategories (if present), while the fifth one was just Stickers, 

which is a subcategory of Additional Content and therefore it would be viewable only as a 

subcategory of Additional Content tab in the standard implementation. To allow this, the header 

navigation bar component was completely rewritten according to the specific given by  the client.  

It is possible, with Salesforce Commerce, to decide which products each Account can see, by 

exploiting the use of many Entitlement policies, but for the purpose of this project, this was not 

needed, since all products are available to all users. This means firstly that only one entitlement 

policy was created and all Buyer Groups are associated to it, secondly that also all Products are 

associated with that entitlement policy. The products are put in relation with the Entitlement policy 

through the Entitlement Product object, which has  a many to one relation with both the Product 

and the Entitlement Policy. Nevertheless, as we saw earlier, we created many Buyer Groups, 

because we want to be able to offer the clients different prices. Therefore, we have seven Buyer 

Groups associated one to one with seven Price Books. Note that a price book does not keep any 

type of information about the actual price of each product, but it behaves like a container of all the 

price book entries which actually store the prices. To sum up, for each price book we have many 

price book entries, which link a price book to a product. Each product can have many price book 
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entries and so can be associated with many price books, but each price book can keep track of only 

one price book entry for a specific product. Price books and Buyer Groups are associated through 

the Price Book Buyer Group object. The price books defined for the project have the same name of 

the corresponding buyer groups: Standard, IT gold, FR gold, IT silver,  FR silver, IT bronze, FR bronze. 

To access the product from the store, it must be associated with at least the Standard price book, 

this means each product at least has one price book entry with the Standard price book. This is the 

highest price assigned to that product. Guest users who access the website will see the Standard 

prices for the products. When a user logs in, he will then see the prices related to the price book of 

its buyer group. In particularly for imported user the buyer group is given by the external system, 

while for self registered users the system automatically assign the bronze buyer group ( and as a 

consequence the bronze price book). The ‘IT’ or ‘FR’ are related to the Account country of the client. 

The company can decide to change a user buyer group from the back-office at any time. When 

browsing as a logged in user, the client is able to see for each product its standard price and the 

special price assigned to him. (Gold accounts have access to the best prices while Bronze ones have 

access to worst ones). Object prices might lower based on the quantity selected, indeed some 

products have special discounts, called Volume discounts if the quantity bought is higher than some 

breakpoints. This problem was handled exploiting a CVS file loaded on the platform and keeping 

track of the percentage of discount for each volume rage of each product that has a volume 

discount. We will see later how the product detail page looks like and how the Volume discount is 

presented to the client, if available.  

Products are of two possible types: Simple products or products with accessories. The first ones are 

standalone products, while the second ones are sellable both as standalone and with customized 

accessories included. On the product detail page the user can specify the desired attributes to add 

to a product. The accessories (also represented through the Product object) are not sellable as 

standalone. Products with accessories can present this cluster of accessories: 

1. Sticker: it refers to the sticker which can be applied to the product. For some stickers, there 

will be the possibility for the customer to insert their personal logo (eg. the name of their 

business) which will be applied on the sticker.  

2. Shelves: it refers to the kit of shelves compatible and purchasable together with in the 

products (e.g. wooden shelves, molded shelves). 
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3. Priceholder: it refers to the kit of price holders compatible and purchasable together with 

the product 

4. Basket: it refers to the kit of baskets compatible and purchasable together with the product  

5. Bin: it refers to the kit of bins compatible and purchasable together with the product. 

6. Other: it refers to the kit of other type of accessory compatible and purchasable together 

with the product (e.g. foot stainless) 

Notice that the accessories correspond to the subclasses of the parent class “Additional 

Content”. 

On top of the previous accessories, products might also have some additional services associated: 

1. Warranty extension service: it is the warranty extension service associated to the product (it 

may be extra 1-year or extra 2 years warranty) 

2. Eco participation tax: it is a tax that only French customers have to pay whenever they 

purchase a refrigerator. 

3. Assembly: it is the cost of the assembly service of certain refrigerators for French customers. 

Cost varies depending on the refrigerator it is applied to. 

In order to keep track of all the accessories of each parent product it was used the 

“Accessory_Relationship__c” object that links one parent product to an accessory one. Each 

accessory relationship has exactly two products linked, while each product might have zero or more 

accessory relationships. The “IsAccessory__c” attribute on the product is used to distinguish 

refrigerators from accessories, while the “Accessory_Type__c” attribute indicates the accessory 

name (among the ones listed above or is null for parent products). The other attributes, like 

dimensions, material, description, etc… are shown to the user on the product detail page, which is 

available only for parent objects. The implementation of the product detail page was almost 

completely custom, since the requirements were very specific for this company case. Indeed as you 

can see the Accessory Relationship object is a totally custom one and the whole management of 

parent and accessories products is totally custom. The final product detail page looks like this: 
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For each product we have its images, the main information, the standard price crossed and the user 

price. You can also notice the green tick that shows the client that the product is in stock. This is 

obtained through a check inventory process that exploits an external service call in order to retrieve 
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the availability information of the product for the specified quantity. The solution implemented 

makes a new call each time the client changes the product quantity, this might not be scalable and 

definitely slows down the process, but these were the requirements given by the client. The check 

inventory service is called also at checkout time to verify again the availability of all the products in 

the cart right before the purchase, therefore we will better discuss this process later. Under this 

part there is a dynamic tab menu showing all the accessories that can be added for the product. The 

number and types of tabs shown depends on the accessories available for the specific product. For 

each added accessories the system opens a window on the right, showing the price and the 

information of that accessory. In the image you can see that for the chosen sticker the user can also 

insert a logo name to be added to the sticker. Below the accessory section you can see all the data 

related to the product ( which are contained in the custom attributes of the Product object). To 

improve the user experience each commercial category and technical feature is accompanied by an 

illustrative icon. In the bottom part of the page the system presents the client some recommended 

products. This feature exploits the “Cross-Sell Recommendation__c” custom object, which 

represents the relationship between a parent product and a linked recommended one. Each product 

might be linked to many recommended ones and each product can be the recommended for many 

parent products. Each cross-sell recommendation is related to exactly two products. Notice that 

Salesforce B2B Commerce platform offers more sophisticated systems of product recommendations 

based on Artificial Intelligence routines, but these functionalities were not requested by the client. 

Indeed the solution used was totally custom and simply based on the objects stored in the Database, 

there was no dynamic logic applied. This means that every client visiting the product detail page of 

a certain object will see the same recommended product on the bottom. 

The user stories related to the product navigation are the following: 

USER STORY STEP DESCRIPTION EXPECTED RESULT POSSIBLE MISTAKE 
CASES 

Client 
navigates 
the products 

1 Guest user or logged in user 
search a product through the 
search bar or by clicking on one 
of the navigation bar tabs 

All products related to the 
research are shown to the client. 
Logged user can see the prices 
related to its buyer group, while 
guest user sees standard prices. 
The page gives the possibility to 
filter the results based on 
Commercial category, energetic 
class, family, category or 
subcategory of the products. 
If the user uses the search bar 
the products are searched based 

If there are no 
products that match 
the searched words, 
the user will be 
redirected to the No 
search Result Page 
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on the best match with name 
and description. 

2 User access the product detail 
page by clicking on a specific 
product 

All product information is shown, 
together with the inventorial 
availability. The user can see 
accessory tabs and cross-selling 
recommendations 

If the check 
inventory returns 
out of stock the add 
to cart button is 
disabled for that 
product 

3 User can add products and 
accessories to cart  

User clicks on add to cart button 
and adds all the products 
selected with their accessories to 
his cart. 

 

 

The following activity diagram explains the process built from the given user stories: 

 

 

The User can search the product through the search bar on the header or can exploit the navigation 

bar available also in the header on the webpage. In case of products not found the No Search Result 

page is shown to the user, otherwise the client is redirected either to the product searched page (if 

the research bar was used) or to the category detail page (if the navigation bar was used). In the 

second case the page offers the possibility to the user to filter the results accordingly to the 

attributes specified in the user stories at step 1. Once the user has found the product he was looking 

for he can click on it and will be redirected to the product detail page, that we have already discussed 
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plenty. If the clients wants to buy the product with the combination of attributes chosen he clicks 

on the add to cart button. If there are no mistakes the user will see on the top right corner of its 

page the cart icon with the notification of the new objects added and will also receive a success alert 

banner. If for some reason the operation fails (for example for a network temporary interruption) 

the user will see an error banner appearing on the top of the page. The client can then decide to 

keep shopping or can go to the cart summary page by clicking on the cart icon.  

 

5.5 CART AND CHECKOUT MANAGEMENT 

For this last section we will discuss the most important part of an e-commerce, that is the process 

that manages the web cart and the order purchase.  At a high level point of view, the logged in client 

needs to be able to add a certain amount of products to his web cart. Each product can have 

different sets of associated accessories.  

In case of French accounts, the user can also decide to add the Assembly service as an “accessory” 

of a product, that means that specific refrigerator will be assembled by the customer service. Always 

for French accounts, the system needs to automatically add for each refrigerator a tax called 

“Écopartecipation”.  

The user can add to his web cart either from the product details page or from the quick order form 

on the home page.  

 When adding from the product details page, the user can select a certain quantity for the 

specific configuration of refrigerator and accessories selected. The check inventory process 

will make sure that the picked products are available and, in the positive case, will activate 

the “add to cart” button.  

 When adding from the quick order form, the user needs to insert the SKU of the chosen 

refrigerator and the desired quantity. The functionality doesn’t allow the user to select 

accessories too. As soon as the user inserts the SKU and the quantity of a product, the system 

will perform the  check inventory to verify the availability. In case of positive response, the 

“add to cart” button will be enabled and the user will be able to add the items to his web 

cart.  
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When the user adds a product to the cart, the system firstly checks if there is already a web cart 

active for the account. If not it creates a new web cart instance and a related Cart Delivery Group 

instance ( which we will see, is the object keeping all shipping data), otherwise it retrieves the 

information related to the existing cart and cart delivery group. Then it creates one cart item for 

each added element (refrigerators and accessories). Notice that also the écopartecipation tax and 

the assembly service are considered as accessories and therefore will have a corresponding cart 

item. In order to keep track of the accessories of each parent product, the cart item object stores 

the parent information in a custom attribute called “ParentAccessoryCartItem__c”. 

The user can check his web cart on the cart summary page, that looks as follows. 
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As you can notice the web cart shows two level of products: the parent refrigerator (first level) and 

its accessories (second level). The quantity of the accessories is directly calculated by the system 

from the chosen quantity of the parent object. The quantity field of the parent refrigerators is still 

editable in the cart summary page. The user can also decide to remove lines (either refrigerators or 

accessories), by clicking on the ‘X’ symbol on the right, or he can clear the whole web cart with the 

“Clear Cart” button. Notice that even if the parent refrigerator in the shown web cart is the same, 

they are not considered as a unique block, since the accessories configuration is not the same, 

therefore they will be treated as separated lines in the final order. The cart summary page offers 

the user also the possibility to add a coupon code. In this case the system will firstly check the 

availability of the coupon and apply the related discount to the web cart total price shown on the 

top right panel. Once the user is satisfied with his web cart he can proceed to the checkout by 

clicking on the “Checkout” button. 

From the user point of view, the checkout process is divided in three main steps: 

 Order data selection: Firstly, the system checks the inventory availability on the whole web 

cart and shows the user the delivery date. Then the system sets the billing address ( if not 

available the system asks the user to create a new one), then the user picks a shipping 

address among all his active addresses (if no shipping address is available , the system asks 

the user to create a new shipping address). The possibility to insert a new shipping address 

is always available at checkout time (even if the user already has a certain number of 

addresses for the delivery), while the creation of a new billing address is possible only if the 

account doesn’t have any billing address associated. Then the client can add some shipping 

information in a dedicated text area and select the desired delivery method. The possible 

delivery costs depends on the shipping address selected, therefore the price of the delivery 

method might change if the client picks a different shipping address. The information related 

to the cost of the delivery in relation to the shipping zip-code, is kept in a CVS file stored in 

the assets file of the platform. This allows the company to easily access the file and edit it, 

the system will be automatically updated and the clients will immediately see the new prices. 

Finally the user can add to his web cart one or more delivery services. This services depends 

on the client’s account country, therefore, French account will see different services from 

Italian ones. Each service has a price and, in the case of “chosen delivery hour” service the 

user has to insert the desired delivery time too. The mandatory information is: billing 
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address, shipping address and delivery method, therefore if the user clicks the next button 

without any of this data inserted the system will show the same form again asking to insert 

that. The bottom part of the form show a static table of the delivery times. Obviously, the 

schedule depends again on the user account country code, that is also the country of the 

billing and shipping addresses of the user. The described form for an Italian account looks as 

follows:  
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 Checkout summary: once the user clicks on the next button, the system will show a final 

screen summarizing the purchase information, which include: all the products in the web 

cart (including the delivery services chosen), the total prices (including the taxes) and the 

shipping information and addresses chosen. This way the user can verify his purchase before 

proceeding to the next and final section. 

 Payment: for this part the system, firstly verifies the user associated risk code and according 

to its value shows different payment methods. Trustworthy client can pay both with credit 

card and purchase order, therefore both payment methods will be shown and the user can 

pick the preferred one. Risky clients will only be able to pay through a credit card. Once the 

user has inserted the payment information the system will elaborate the purchase and if 

everything proceeds without mistakes the client will be redirected to the Order Confirmation 

payment page. (Flow 1 Appendix) 

From a back end point of view the checkout process has many more phases which represents the 

actual flows that were used to implement the process. As explained earlier Salesforce allows to 

create process using simple and intuitive diagrams, called flaws. Flows can be created through many 

different standard components ( like object update, create or delete) and also some special 

components like the ones linked to an apex action ( for example the flow that calculates the taxes 

uses an apex action component to call an apex class that produces the call to the external system) 

or other special components called screen flow, which can contain lightning web components or 

aura components and these are the ones through which the user can interact.  If we see the 

checkout flow in terms of flows, we have a hierarchical structure in which, the parent flow is the 

Checkout_Flow, which looks as follows: 
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The start component of this flow is standard and configured to begin when the user clicks on the 

checkout button on the cart summary page. Then the process passes through the “Main Decision 

Hub” component, which is like a “switch” command in any programming language. The system 

compares the checkout status, which is kept in a variable throughout the whole process, with the 

possible values ( the ones in the circles) and chooses the corresponding path to take. Each path 

leads to the execution of one sub flow. As you can see the process is characterized by many sub 

flows for each user phase. In particular we have: 

- Phase 1: Shipping Cost, Shipping Information ( which contains the screen flow that the user 

sees on the first phase  and Taxes 

- Phase 2: Checkout Summary and Cart To Order 

- Phase 3: Payment, Activate Order and Order Confirmation 

Now we will take a deeper look into each flow to better understand what actually was implemented 

to manage these process. In order to better understand also the relationships between the involved 

parts we use the following BPMN model. 

Phase 1: 
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The first operation performed by the B2B commerce is to perform the Shipping Cost sub flow, which 

retrieves from the database all the Order Delivery Method active instances for the country of the 

account performing the checkout, which represent all the possible delivery methods ( in that 

country). Then the system creates one Cart Delivery Group Method instance for each order delivery 

method, which stores the information about the price of that service. Notice that this is the standard 

price, because the final price might change depending on the actual shipping address chosen on the 

next step by the user. An interesting part of this flow implementation is that the Cart Delivery Group 

Method object references both the Cart Delivery Group and the Order Delivery Method, and the 

combination of this two must be unique, that means we cannot have more Cart Delivery Group 

Methods associated with the same Order Delivery Method and Cart Delivery Group; therefore the 

flow firstly checks and, if necessary, deletes the previous instances, before inserting the new ones. 

Indeed it can happen that the user decides to interrupt the checkout before the end (on step 1 or 

2) and so the process will start again from the beginning, but the Cart Delivery Group Methods were 

already inserted. In this way we won’t have any issue when inserting the new instances in the 

database. The Check Inventory implementation code is at Code 6, the Shipping Cost Calculation at 

Code 7 and the Tax Implementation at Code 8 in the Appendix. 

Then the process goes back to the main checkout flow, which will update the status and pass to the 

execution of the Shipping Cost flow. This is one of the more complex flow of the project, it executes 

a great deal of operations because it has to manage the front end screen and selections of the user 

and all the backend database interactions needed to support it. The first operation is an apex 

function that performs an HTTP request to an external system (SAP) to retrieve the check inventory 

information. In order to integrate Salesforce systems with SAP systems it was used a middleware 
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called Boomi, which provides an integration platform as a service enabling the connection of 

applications and data sources. The HTTP request includes the list of products (only refrigerators) to 

be checked, some related information and the sales organization of the account. The response 

includes again all products with the related availability date and one global availability date for the 

whole order. The request fields and structure is the following: 

Field name Requir
ed 

Type Example Description 

salesOrg True String BN10 4 letter of the sales organization 

isCheckOutStage True Boolean True If True => Checkout 
If False => Product Detail Page 

sku True Array  List of Refrigerator SKU 

>sku True String  Refrigerator SKU to be checked 

>quantity True Number  Quantity to be checked 

>hasAccessory True Boolean  Specifies if Refrigerator has accessories. It will 
be filled only at Checkout stage. 

 

The “isCheckOutStage” field is used to specify if the check inventory is related to the checkout stage 

or is performed on the product detail page or by the quick order form. For each “sku” the system 

provides the quantity of the refrigerators orders and a flag “hasAccessory” set to true if the 

refrigerator is bought together with some accessories. The request is transferred to SAP through by 

the middleware and a response comes back as follows: 

Field name Type Example Description 

sku List List  

>sku String 12345 Refrigirator Sku to be checked 

>available String True, False, Block If Block, on PDP product will be shown as out of stock 
and then Add to cart is not possible. 

>skuAvailableDate String 01-06-2021 This is the available data show on PDP for the product 
selected by customer. It will be ignored on Checkout 

OrderAvailableDate String 01-06-2021 It will give the availability at order level for Checkout 
check inventory call. It will ignored in PDP 

 

For each product sku the external system provides an “available” flag set to: “True” if the product is 

available, “False” if the product is not available but in production, “Block” if the product is not in 

production anymore. This information is used by the check inventory of a single product on the 

product detail page or by the check inventory of the products added with the quick order form. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud-based_integration
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For what concerns the shipping services and the delivery methods, they are all treated as product 

objects, with accessory type attribute “Shipping service” or “Delivery charge” and is accessory flag 

set to True. Once the user selects a delivery method and eventually some shipping services the 

system will create the related cart items. In particular, for the delivery method, the system creates 

a cart item of type “Charge”, while the shipping services are items of type “Product” like all other 

cart items. Once the user has clicked on the next button and the mandatory fields checks are passed, 

the system performs a new HTTP request toward the external system, SAP to retrieve the country 

taxation data. The request involves only the sales organization of the account and the chosen 

shipping address, while the response is the percentage of the taxation to be applied. Then the 

system calculates the tax amount for each cart item and creates the related Cart Tax instances. This 

will automatically update the Web Cart object attributes, which depend on the taxation applied to 

each cart item. Finally the shipping information and shipping address is saved on the cart delivery 

group instance and the billing address is stored on the web cart instance. For what concerns the 

objects involved in this first part, they are all the standard objects, so you can refer to the class 

diagram of the Web Cart and the related classes that was explained earlier. The only important 

custom attributed added was the “ParentProductCartItemId__c” on the Cart Item object. This 

attribute is used to take track of the relationship between parent objects and their accessories, 

because we will need it at the end of the checkout process for the order export to the external SAP 

system.  

Phase2: 

For this phase we do not have any type of interaction with external systems, but only with the user, 

through again a screen flow component. 
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The Checkout Summary flow will simply retrieve all the information about the cart items, the 

shipping and billing addresses and the delivery method details. Then it collects the total costs ( which 

include cost of all products, cost of delivery method, coupon discounts ( if present), total taxes 

amount and the total purchase cost. This way the user can take a final check to the information 

inserted before ordering. When the user clicks on the “next” button the system (user transparent) 

will create the new object Order with all its related ones. The Order is put in a “Pending” status and 

all the standard attributes for the web cart and related ( or the custom ones that appear with the 

same name on the two objects) are copied on the new instances of the Order object and related 

ones. The standard operation was used here, so the copied fields are exactly the ones shown during 

the Salesforce explanation. Obviously for the Parent Product Cart Item attribute, which is a custom 

one and needs some behind logic, it was used a specific apex class to recreate the parent accessory 

relationship from the cart items to the order items. (this because as said before this relationship 

must be brought until the order export, therefore until the end of the flow).  

Phase 3: 

For the final phase we firstly have the payment. The system can manage two types of payments: 

credit card payments or purchase orders. However not all the users can pay through purchase order, 

so the system firstly checks the RiskCode__c attribute on the Account object and only for 

trustworthy clients the system gives also the possibility of using the purchase order payment option. 

The Credit card option is instead available to any user. The credit card payment system is managed 

by an external service, which is widely used in e-commerce nowadays, called Stripe. While the 

purchase order (which is not an actual payment) is manage internally by the standard solution.  

 

Once the system has enabled or not the PO (purchase order) form, it presents the final payment 

form to the user. The client picks the payment method and provides the details needed, then he 
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must accepts the terms and conditions in order to enable the submit payment button. If the 

payment was through credit card the system connects to the external Stripe service that elaborates 

the credit card information given and produces a trace number for the payment. Otherwise, if the 

payment was a PO, there are no controls to make. Then if the payment has been completed correctly 

the system saves the related information in the payment object and the related ones. Then the 

system performs the Order Activation flow, which changes the Order status to Activated and creates 

the Order Summary object and its related ones. This is again a standard process, exactly like from 

the Web Cart object to the Order one. Again the relation between Order Items Summary is recreated 

from the one among the Order Items, with a total custom code. Once the order is active and the 

Order Summary object is completed the system executes the Order Confirmation flow, which 

completes the checkout session and sends an Order Confirmation email to the user (Flow 4 

Appendix), which shows all the data of the order purchased. Then the client is redirected to the 

Order Confirmation page (which is outside the checkout flow). In case of errors in the payment the 

system deletes the checkout session and all the related information and objects created. In general 

the error management is really simple, in case of failures the system clears all the information and 

the checkout restarts from the beginning. It might seems a drastic solution, but form the user point 

of view, the checkout is completed in three simple steps, so it is quite quick, therefore it is not a big 

deal to perform again the steps. On the other hand this solution allows to avoid many errors that 

could be created when trying to restore from a system failure. The same solution has been adopted 

if the user interrupts the payment and logs out the system. This means if the client doesn’t complete 

the checkout steps all at ones the system will clear the checkout session and start from the 

beginning again. In this case the problem was mostly related to the product availability problem. 

Indeed if the user decides to interrupt the checkout in the middle and logs out the product 

availability of his cart could change. So if we allow the user to reload the same checkout started 

earlier, eventually the products are not available anymore (or at least the delivery date has changed) 

and the order will not reflects the user expectations. For this reason an incomplete checkout is 

deleted and restarted, so that the check inventory operation (performed on the first phase) is always 

executed right before the payment and the order submission. 

The Order Summary page offers the client the possibility to access the order details, the UI looks as 

follows: 
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The most interesting part of this page is related to the order tracking link, placed under the shipping 

details section box on the left. In particular when a new order is created the order is exported to an 

external system ( we will see later the process). Then the external system manages the logistic of 

the shipping, which in case of Italian orders is managed by an external delivery service that provides 

a tracking link for his customers to retrieve the information about the delivery (like position of the 

refrigerator and courier contacts). Therefore the tracking link is actually inserted by the middleware 

directly in Salesforce database on the related Order Summary object when it is ready. Once the 

“orderTrackingURL__c” field is updated on the Order Summary instance the systems automatically 

triggers a process that sends an email to the user that his tracking URL for a specific order is now 

available on the order detail page (Flow 5 Appendix). In order to perform this operation Salesforce 

offers two possible solutions. The first one is to create a trigger on the Order Summary object, which 

is an apex class executed each time a specific action is taken on the chosen object. In this case the 

action would be after the update of the “orderTrackingURL__c”. The second possibility, that is also 

the one used in the project, is to exploit the process builder to create a process that executes a flow 

which sends the email. Processes can be triggered in different ways, one way is to update an object, 
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like in this case. There was probably no best choice in this case, because both solution were equally 

valid, however in general the using process builder allows you much more flexibility since you can 

attach a flow from which you can basically do anything, while a trigger is just an apex class, so its 

functionalities are wide, but more restricted. Another thing that might make flows and process 

preferable to apex classes is that apex classes require at least a 80% test coverage overall. This 

means that every time you write an apex class you have to keep in mind to write also the Junit test 

class for it, this is why if you can perform the same operation using the standard components of a 

flow it is usually the chosen solution. 

The last important part of the checkout phase is the Order Export. This operation is actually 

performed in the Order Export flow in a totally asynchronous way. Indeed the system completes the 

checkout as shown before and at the same time it runs the operations to create the JSON file to 

export to the middleware system, which will be finally be exported to SAP systems. The information 

exported is basically all the details that the company needs in order to manage the client order, 

delivery and billing. The JSON format of the exported details is the following: 

Field name Required Type Description 

orderDate True String Timestamp of the order date in UTC format 

accountNumber True String The customer number for identification 

IsNewCustomerFirstOrder True boolean Defines if this order is the very first order of a self-registered 
Customer 

accountGroup True String It will always be: Z019 

deliveryMethod True String The delivery mode for the goods.   
Both For Italy and France it will be 01 

orderNumber True String Salesforce order Number 

shippingNetCosts True Number Shipping costs without VAT 

shippingNotes False String Shipping notes by the customer 

couponCode False String It is the coupon code used by the customer. Only one coupon may 
be used for each purchase. 

couponDiscount False Number It is the amount value to be discounted by the total cart value 

paymentId True String Transaction number (if payment is prepaid) or purchase order 
number (if payment type == Invoice) 

isPrepayment True boolean Payment type: if true it is Prepaid (in case of card payments), if false 
it is PO (in case of Purchase Order) 

orderTotalAmount True Number Order Final Amount paid by customer with tax and including the 
discount(coupon) and shipping 

countryCurrency True String Currency 

shipping True Object Contains shipping information about customer name, address and 
contact information 

>shipToCode True String It is the code which identifies the shipment customer. Range 
starting from 30000000 
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> name True String Name for shipping recipient. This field will be splitted by Boomi in 
2 line if the length is too large. 

> address True String Address for shipping recipient.  

>houseNumber True String House Number 

> zip True String Zip Code for shipping recipient  

> city True String City for shipping recipient 

> province True String Province for shipping recipient. This field will be transcoded by 
Boomi (only for France by removing the first two letter es from 
FR001 -> 001) 

> country True String Country name  

> phone True String Phone number for shipping recipient 

billing True Object Contains billing information about customer name, address and 
contact informatio2  

>vat True String Vat Code 

>salesOrganization True String Sales organization of the customer Account 

>distributionChannel True String Distribution channel of the customer Account 

>division True String Fixed value 

>pec False String Optional, only in case of self-registered account for Italian 
Customer 

>sdi False String Optional, only in case of self-registered account for Italian 
Customer 

>cassettoFiscale False boolean True only if neither pec nor sdi are present and specifies that 
customer doesn’t have neither pec nor sdi. 
 
 

>fiscalCode False String Optional, only in case of self-registered account for Italian 
Customer 

>siren False String Optional, only in case of self-registered account for French 
Customer 

>siret False String Optional, only in case of self-registered account for French 
Customer 

> name True String Name for billing. It will be split in 2 by Boomi 

> address True String Address for billing.  

>houseNumber True String House Number 

> zip True String Zip Code for billing  

> city True String City for billing 

> province True String Province for shipping recipient. This field will be transcoded by 
Boomi (only for France by removing the first two letter es from 
FR001 -> 001) 

> country True String Country code 

> phone True String Phone number for billing. It is the contact phone number Salesforce 
side. 

> email True String Email for billing It is the contact email address Salesforce side. 

orderLines True Array Contains objects with information about the individual items on the 
order such as item id, quantity and sales price. 
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> lineId True String Salesforce Order line ID 

>productCode True  It is the product Code (SKU). May be a Refrigerator or Accessory 
(only Sticker, Eco participation and Warranty) 

>uom True  It is the Unit of measure of the product 

>productName True  It is the product Name. For example Glee Glass if it is a refrigerator 
or Kit Stainless if it is an Accessory 

>parentProductLineItem False String It is the reference to the parent Product (Refrigirator) for Accessory 
items 

>isAccessory True Boolean Defines if the product is an Accessory or not. 

>accessoryType False String May be: Sticker, Bin,Basket, Shelves, Other, 
Warranty,Ecopartecipation,Shipping Services, Deliver. It is an 
optional field, since it will not be filled in case the productCode is 
not an accessory 

>shopName False String It will be filled with the ShopName in case accessoryType is Sticker. 
It is an optional field. 

> netLineAmount True Number In case Product Code = Refrigirator it will be the Net line amount 
with adjustments (discounts on volume, TBD IF to consider also the 
distributed Coupon Discount) without taxes which compounds the 
price of accessories related to the Refrigirator (except for Warranty 
and Ecopartecipation Price) 
Otherwise, in case Product Code = Warranty, this netLineAmount 
will the Net line amount without taxes and adjustments of  the 
warranty 
 
Otherwise, in case Product Code = Ecopartecipation, this 
netLineAmount will the Net line amount without taxes and 
adjustments of  the ecopartecipation 
 
Otherwise, in case Product Code = Sticker, this netLineAmount will 
the Net line amount without taxes and adjustments of  the sticker 
 
In all the other cases (e.g. Accessory like Bin,Basket, Shelves, 
Other), this field will not be filled. 
 
 

> quantity True Integer Order line quantity 

>hourOfShipping False String It’s the hour selected by the customer in case he chooses the 
Additional Shipping Service:”Data e Ora Imposta” 

 

 As you can see the files structure is divided in the main information related to the order in 

general(like account number, order date, all payment information and some more) and then there 

are three subsections: 

- Shipping: stores the shipping address and other related details 

- Billing: stores the billing details and other related data 

- Delivery Items: is the list of products ordered by the user. Each product can be an accessory 

or not. All accessories must have the line number of the parent product under the 

ParentProductLineItem field. Each product then has all the important details, like quantity, 
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price, product code. The shopName field is used to save the customized name to be added 

to a sticker accessory, if it was inserted by the client.  

The request is sent as usual with a HTTP request and it expects a response in maximum 60 seconds. 

If the system doesn’t receive one in that time it sends again the request for maximum of other two 

times. If also the third tentative fails the Order Summary status remains ‘Sent’, otherwise the status 

is updated in ‘Exported’. Notice that it can happen that the order is received fine by the middleware, 

but the answer comes in more time than 60 seconds, so the order results as failed in Salesforce, but 

the order was actually exported fine. This is not a problem, since when the middleware receives 

correctly an Order it updates the corresponding Order Summary object status on Salesforce system 

with ‘Received’. The client can keep track of the Order status changes on the order summary page, 

under the ‘Order Details’ section box on the left. This concludes the more interesting parts of the 

Cart and Checkout management. (Flow 3 Appendix) 

 

6. GENERAL PROJECT DETAILS 

In this final section we will discuss just some general details of the project, that we haven’t yet seen.  

The first interesting characteristic is the management of the languages and labels. The website must, 

as obvious, be able to adapt to the browser language in order to offer the best user experience. 

Salesforce, by default, offers the possibility to create a what so called Multilingual organization, 

which, if enabled, it creates several Language object instances, one for each enabled language. This 

will also create many “versions” of the experience builder, so that when you insert the labels directly 

from the experience builder you can put the labels in the different languages. In addition, Salesforce 

offers for standard objects and attributes default translations, which can be customized. For what 

concerns the labels introduced by apex classes or directly on Lightning components, the Label global 

variable is used. In particular, you can create any type of label (with a unique name) and associate 

it a translation for any language active in the organization. These labels will automatically assume 

the correct translation according to the browser language. If the browser is in a language not active 

in your organization, the website will assume the default language.   

Another interesting feature is the country and state picklist setting. This feature allows to customize 

the possible Country and related States values that can be inserted in the Address attribute present 

on many Salesforce Objects (like the Account or the Contact Point Address). Basically, the Address 
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object accepts by default any value as Country and State, but you can configure State And Country 

Picklist setting so that the country and state fields of the Address become picklists. This is really 

important in order to make sure that the values inserted are correct and to avoid having the same 

country name or state name written in many different ways.  The problem of this feature is that 

Salesforce offers many countries but only for some of them it also offers the related States. This 

means that you should have to manually configure them one by one. Since this operation would be 

extremely inefficient, we actually built a code that was able to perform the same HTTP request that 

the manual configuration would do to insert the custom states, in this way we were able to insert 

in a bulk way all the states for each country of interest at once. Since we activated France and Italy 

countries and the relative states (Italian provinces and French regions), in the Contact Point Address 

form we were able to dynamically show the user the French or the Italian picklist for the state field 

(remember that the country was a read only field on the form, because was directly read from the 

Account instance).  

A final interesting feature of Salesforce is the Content Management System (CMS), that is the part 

of the platform used to store images, videos and files for the website. The CMS system can be 

structured in many folders and libraries. The File Asset library is the main one used to access images 

also from outside the organization (if the content is set to be accessible from outside). The problem 

with the current Salesforce Asset library is that it doesn’t allow a bulk immigration of content, that 

means all images must be uploaded one by one on the Asset library of the organization. The good 

news, is that once you have uploaded them on one org you can easily transfer them on another one 

( this for example was not possible with the state and country configuration). In general, we used 

the CMS system to store all product images, some CVS files (used for example to store the shipping 

service SKUs or the delivery cost based on the postal code) and other images used in the website 

(like the logo, the footer and header in the emails, the home page banner and other banners around 

the website). Nevertheless, we encountered a problem on the product images, because the images 

given by the company were all links but the ones related to the sticker accessories; for which we 

had their png versions. This wouldn’t be a problem if the images were just used on the website, 

because all type of CMS images (links or png) can be accessed from the website pages. However it 

became a problem in the order summary email (which contains also the product images bought by 

the client), because the client that receives the email is not allowed to see the image, since they 

have a link inside the Salesforce organization and the png images uploaded automatically earn a link 

inside the Salesforce organization. To solve this problem, thanks to the fact that the images were 
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just the ones related to stickers, so not too many, we decided to manually upload the product 

images for sticker accessories on the Asset Library. In this way the images were available also outside 

the organization, therefore also in the emails sent. Obviously, this solution implied a manual 

insertion of all those images on the file asset library. For all other products, the images were 

imported using a custom code, since they were just links, so there was no problem with them. 

Unfortunately, the CMS system of Salesforce is not very sophisticated, for now, so for projects that 

are more complex it is recommended to use an external Digital Asset Management (DAM) system, 

like Cloudinary or Adobe, which are specifically designed to maintain your digital content and expose 

an external link to them that can be used on your Salesforce platform.  
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7. CONCLUSION 

In nowadays world, it has become impossible to ignore the exponential growth of technology. 

Companies that do not keep up the pace with the new trends and the consumer desires are destined 

to fail. Anybody, from the youngest user to the oldest companies, are inevitably changing their way 

of approaching the buying experience. For sure, the change has had a different speed race in the 

different fields, but it is indeed changing and if you do not evolve with it you won’t be able to stay 

in the market. Competition on digital marketing is getting stronger and consumers expect more and 

more from their experience; companies who cannot give that won’t last long. We need to “lean into 

the future” and embrace the evolution, by giving the clients always the best services, the top 

advertising and the most targeted marketing that will hook them to your products and services. It 

is clear that the quality of what you sell is always fundamental, but the presentation and the 

accessibility of your products is gaining a great deal of importance too. People expect to be able to 

purchase quickly and efficiently from their home, without the need of interactions or phone calls, 

but just using few clicks.  

The evolution of the digital commerce in the B2B world has undoubtedly been slower that the one 

in B2C commerce, probably due to the age of the target consumers, but it is changing and companies 

need to acknowledge it to survive. B2B e-commerce is becoming the normality for many companies 

and clients expect that, so it not an optional anymore, it is a commodity. Not having a well working 

and efficient e-commerce simply means cutting out half of your possible clients and the percentage 

is increasing. B2B must be approached as a totally different and unique problem respect to B2C. We 

are talking about different type of clients, different types of purchase quantities and prices, different 

types of expectations and services required. The problem is just very unlike B2C and cannot be 

considered as just a branch of it. This was well understood by software house who started building 

specific platforms to approach the problem. Salesforce B2B Commerce is an example of a software 

build specifically to create a B2B ecommerce and integrate it with the classic CRM, Sales and OMS 

systems. Indeed the commerce is the very heart of all other systems, is the starting point of 

everything else and it must integrate with all other services. The client will interact with the CRM 

system through the commerce website and the CRM system will improve and offer the best services 

thanks to the great deal of data that it retrieves from the commerce platform. Then the client, 

hopefully, will purchase your products on the commerce platform and the order will then be 

exported to the OMS systems, but again the starting point is the commerce. The Sales team will too 
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interact with the e-commerce, to manage prices, offers and discounts. Everything is at the end 

wrapped around the commerce platform. Before the e-commerce all these services where 

separated and sometimes didn’t even share information and details about clients and offers. But 

now they have the possibility to work together, to interact and share information, all thanks to the 

e-commerce. Salesforce B2B Commerce allows this full circled user experience.  

Salesforce B2B Lightning Experience is the newest version of the B2B e-commerce platform, it is 

revolutionary thanks to its ability to work without the need of using any type of custom code, but 

at the same time it offers the possibility to create any type of custom functionality and integrate it 

in the system. It is efficient and intuitive and it offers the developer all the basic codes and objects 

that any B2B commerce website would need, but then it allows the company to create its totally 

unique experience.  

Last but not least, we studied a real problem; a company that creates its new commerce website. 

We have decomposed the problem and we have seen how to approach each part with standard 

and, sometimes, custom configurations and code on Salesforce.  

The project has been for me extremely interesting and challenging. We had an initial phase of 

discovery, that implied talking to the client and understand their needs, but mostly their brand 

values and messages that they wanted to give to their customers. It is, indeed, very important to 

deeply understand the product of the company in order to build and experience that is completed 

wrapped around it. The clients must be able to access the product, seeing it, gather information, be 

involved in the product making and in the company way of working to truly be hooked to that 

supplier. The second analysis that was made, was related to the target consumers. We had to 

understand which was our market segment, who are the clients, what they expect, what’s their age, 

what’s their purchase capability, how much they are willing to spend and how much they want to 

know about the products. The problem with B2B is that you could sell the same exact product (in 

different quantities) to very different type of clients. We had to sell professional refrigerators to the 

small ice cream shop, that makes one purchase every two years and the same refrigerator, but in a 

much higher quantity, to the big supermarket chain, which makes orders of thousands of euros 

many times a year.  We had to build specific prices, discounts, marketing advertising and 

experiences, unique for each type of client. This is the key point that makes the difference between 

a fine commerce experience and a great one. If you want to make the difference of the market, you 

need to understand the client segments and build your website according to it. On this first part of 
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the project the objective was to understand what the client wanted. It might seem to be quite simple 

and straight forward, they ask for something and you give them that, but it is definitely not. 

Companies are composed of many people and each one has ideas and expectations and usually they 

don’t talk much across teams. So what happened was that it took us around two weeks to draft the 

first version of the users stories. Obviously we adopted a totally agile methodology, so the client 

could change a little bit the user stories during the project. Once we had a basic understanding of 

what the client wanted, we started the technical analysis and we build the BPMN high level models 

for the checkout flow, the activity flow diagrams for other processes and obviously we build the 

data model. Then we also used some designers to create the UI with the client and then reproduce 

them on the website pages. The developments started after few weeks from the beginning of the 

analysis. Since the project wasn’t very big, we didn’t have much time to build a very solid and deep 

analysis of the project before starting the developments, this obviously led to some problems along 

the way, because the client changed mind on many things and we had to recode many features. 

Probably a deeper initial analysis, would have helped reducing the time spent in rewriting code, but 

we also had to deal with the problem of fitting the whole project in just 4 months of work. On the 

other hand this project really gave me the possibility to get in contact with what it really means 

working with customers and be able to understand their needs and transform it in code. Sometimes 

it is really important to be able to advise the client too, because we have seen many of these projects 

and might have more experience, so it is always useful to reach a great result to advice and discuss 

with the client. They set the specifics and the high level descriptions of what they wanted and we 

gave them the solutions to realize them. We had to make changes along the way, since the platform 

was new for us too, so we had learnt how to properly use it along the way. Moreover, we didn’t 

have much reference to consult, since this has been literally one of the very first projects in Italy and 

in Europe that has used this technology. We had to write a lot of custom code to realize a unique 

experience. A very interesting part of this project is also the fact that you always have to keep in 

mind that there are two clients. The company that wants to build the commerce platform and will 

then use the back office to access customers data and orders information and the final clients, who 

will use the website to make their purchases. So it is important to create what the company wants, 

but is also important to keep in mind who are the final clients and discuss which are the best 

solutions to win them. Moreover, you need to make sure the website you build is simple, intuitive 

and efficient, but also the back office must be organized and eventually you might need to add 

custom code and configuration to make sure the company can easily access it and perform the 
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needed operations. For example, the company wanted to be able to create a discounted pricelists 

to make special offers to some clients or in some periods of the year. To create a new pricelist on 

Salesforce you can simply use the standard creation button, but then you must remember to create 

all the related price book entries for each product and the buyer group to associate the price list 

with. This solution is fine for a developer or somebody who knows the platform and its 

configurations, but it is not adapted to a customer. So we implemented a custom button directly on 

the price book list page on backend, that allows the user to create a new price list based on a 

previous one adding a percentage discount and some possible configurations. In this way the 

company user just needs to click on a button and then will be guided trough the whole configuration 

without the need of knowing anything about the platform. Basically there are two goals: building a 

unique website experience for the final customer and giving the company the possibility to make 

configurations without knowing anything about coding and very little (explained with some power 

point presentations to the client) about the platform.  

To conclude, the main purpose of this thesis was to, firstly, show the importance, in nowadays 

world, of being supported by a structured and efficient B2B e-commerce websites. Then to present 

a new technology that was developed to help reaching that goal by avoiding the developer the 

burden of tons of configurations and lines of code that should be just a commodity and allowing hit 

to concentrate on the custom features, which are the heart and soul of a project. They are what 

makes the experience unique.  

The ultimate goal of an e-commerce website is to be able to intercept the customer needs, present 

the perfect solution, allow an easy and straight forward purchase process and, last but not least, 

hook the client to your unique products and unforgettable experience. 
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8. APPENDIX 

Code 1: Contact Point Address 
FRONT END (Aura Component, HTML) 
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CONTROLLER FRONT END (JAVASCRIPT): 
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SERVER SIDE (APEX): 
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Code 2: Reset Password page 

FRONT END (Visualforce, HTML) 
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Code3: Login Form 
FRONT END ( Aura Component, HTML ) 
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BACK END ( APEX ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Code 4: Self Registration 
FRONT END (Aura Component, HTML) 
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BACK END (APEX) 
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Code 5: User Profile 
FRONT END ( JS controller for Aura Component) 
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BACK END (Apex) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Code 6: Check Inventory 
APEX FUNCTION 
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Code 7: Calculate Shipping Cost 
APEX FUNCTION 
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Code 8: Calculate Taxes 
APEX FUNCTION 

 

 

Flow 1: Payment Flow 
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Flow 2: User Import Flow 

 

 

Flow 3: Order Export 
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Flow 4: Order Summary 

 

Flow 5: Update Fulfilled Orders 
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